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Multiple Influences
from witnessing language to performing it.
Abstract

The relationship between language and tools has always been one
of influence. Our devices—pens, keyboards, smartphones—make
language visible and affect its form and structure. But this exchange
goes both ways: all acts of reading and writing are mediated by
our expectations of content, and the instruments used to access it.
As modes of communication evolve, so too do the ways in which we
think through language, creating a dynamic of perpetual adaptation.
With the growing impact of technology upon our behaviors, this dialogue
is becoming imbalanced, affecting how we engage with others, how we
approach our machines, and how we produce and receive messages.
Through my work, I intentionally redesign interactions between us and
the apparatuses we employ, in order to shift the dynamic of exchange
to one of collaborative performance. Multiple Influences is a commitment
to rebuild an intimate and more rewarding relationship with language,
through conscious negotiation with our tools.
The projects in this thesis make the physical labor of writing and
reading visible by emphasizing its inherent motion. Flipping a page
or typing on a keyboard become interpretative acts made by choice:
writers and readers are made aware of their motion. Showing the
impact of the tools we use on our language, I draw attention to
the mechanisms at work in the background of our communication—
the invisible gestures and subconscious responses as we share and
access content.
Ultimately, Multiple Influences invites a re-framing of our role in this
process, making the performer visible. By setting the parameters to
explore, subvert, reverse, and at times, mock the dynamics of the tools,
I empower us to understand and shape language on our own terms.
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The letter
You have one unread (e)mail.
Origin story

The letter I received by mail on March 21 2014. Looking at the
familiar shapes traced on the back, I immediately recognized my
grandmother’s handwriting.

on march 21 2014, I received a letter in the mail and, looking at my
name on the envelope, I recognized my grandmother’s handwriting.
Just as with the other members of my family, my grandmother and I
continually exchanged e-mail and text messages once I left Switzerland
for Providence, but we never sent handwritten communication, and
this one letter meant a lot to me.
Since moving to America, the only way I remained in touch with
family and friends was through Skype, text messages and photos. If the
illusion of presence created by these communications was somehow
enough, the letter sent by my grandmother made me realize that all the
interactions I had with her for the past two years had been mediated
by technology. As I saw my relative’s handwriting on that piece of paper,
the mirage of proximity created by the communication devices we had
used vanished, and for the first time in two years, I could feel the three
thousand seven hundred and two miles that separated us.
But what was it with this handwritten letter that was so different
from the usual e-mail she would send me? After starring at it for a while,
long after having read it, I understood that it was the act of writing it,
instead of typing it, that made the difference. It was the physical gesture
behind the letter that touched me and that opened my eyes to what, to
me, matters the most in a communication: the motion it implies.
Unlike the many e-mails my grandmother and I exchanged, this
letter embodied her as a person. It operated as a catalyzer; a physical
artifact that contained memories and feelings. The sheet of paper
I was holding had been in Geneva, my hometown, it came from my
grandmother’s desk drawer, and she had held it too, before folding it and
mailing it. The letter was a proof of a series of decisions that led to me
receiving it by mail.
This event made me aware of my concerns about how much we
rely on technology to assist us in the process of communicating. All acts
of communication are mediated by a technological device and these
tools impact the visual representation of our language as well as the
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dynamics of our thoughts. If it is impossible to avoid such mediation, I
believe that every communication activity would have to be performed
consciously, rather than being the result of a default use of
the devices available. By choosing to handwrite and physically mail
her letter, instead of typing and e-mailing it to me, my grandmother
reminded me that when it comes to interacting with others, we have
more choices than we think, primarily because we forget that there are
alternate ways of communicating.
This letter, sent by my grandmother, is what made me want to
investigate the extent to which technology’s mediation of our thoughts
occurs, how the tools and media we use to communicate impact the way
we think, and how they impact how we share information with each other.

The letter from my grandmother, with her handwriting, a proof of
all the actions she performed to send it to me, from holding the
sheet to tracing these familiar shapes on the paper before folding
and mailing it.
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It’s OK to be afraid
Or when I realized I was witnessing language.
Introduction

This thesis embraces the concept of the motion of communication.
It explores the vocabulary of our interactions with each other and
studies our behavior as we do so. If we were to pause the system
for a few seconds, we would see that we yell by using capital
letters and repeated exclamation marks, we joke with emojis,
connect with each other by hashtags and @ glyphs, and share
through posts, tweets and snaps that can be followed by others.
Tellingly, I did not even have to use the words to write or to read
to describe the previous actions since all these interactions are
the result of to read/to write + a tool. They all refer to the same
action, performed in different contexts and spaces.
If I had to use one word to define the state in which we now
exist I would use numb, a word that describes well the idea of
us being caught in a dynamic of over-stimulation that we find
ourselves inexorably engaged. Over the past, we have developed
so many technology-based ways to interact with each other—
from texting, e-mailing, posting, tagging and others—that we
have lost sight of what our options for communication and
interacting really are. We have become overwhelmed by a sea of
possibilities and, as such, are prevented from differentiating the
opportunities we have and appreciating each of them.
When confronted with a choice, we default to the simplest,
impelled to do so because it is the easiest option, but also by fear.
We fear that a communication might fail, that our audience might
not get the message, literally and figuratively.
But it is OK to be afraid.
The immediacy to which we have become accustomed has us
thinking that if a message is not received as the emitter expects
it to be, then dramatic consequences will arise. But that worstcase result will not necessarily come to pass. Every technological
development goes through a period of trial and error until it
works, or gets replaced by a new technology. But in a world ruled
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by the discard/replace dynamic—which we call adaptation—
there are still actions that we can perform by ourselves, without
the help of “new technologies.”
There is something delightfully surprising about receiving a
postcard or a handwritten letter that we were not expecting, or
of reading our name in a familiar handwriting on a birthday card.
These simple actions, which are performed by hand, despite being
surrounded by machines, are meaningful because the motion of
handwriting says, “It is me, I am real, and I matter.” In this context,
it is not the written message that is crucial, but what it implies;
the intention of the writer, his or her special connection with
the reader, and the reason why writing was performed. All of
these factors are embodied in the motion of writing, which other
technology-mediated communication methods somehow lack.
Actions as different as mechanical typing and casual swiping,
even if they are intrinsically connected to motion as well,
represent a more detached way of interacting with content.
By swiping left or right and scrolling up or down, we move,
literally navigating vertically and horizontally in spaces that are
presented to us as if we were looking through a window—or a
screen—seeing only one part of a bigger picture. If scrolling is
comparable to moving around an opening into a virtual space,
clicking opens doors to new rooms, allowing us to explore multidimensional spaces. Scrolling keeps us in the same area, as it is
somehow passive, whereas clicking is a more decisive action, a
targeted move. These are simple examples of the motions
that are connected to the devices we use to communicate and
access information, examples of how we interact with these
devices to access knowledge.
I am interested in the process of communication from a
mechanical point of view. What does it mean to call someone
by @theirpseudonymonasocialmedia? How does this action
transform the way I think about a person and their representation
in my mind?

Multiple Influences presents a tools-based approach that both
critiques and encourages our use of technology.
The projects featured in this thesis encapsulate a reality of
communication, looking back at what it was, trying to understand
what it became, and speculating on what it might become through
diversion and subversion of our communication tools.
The first chapter of Multiple Influences is devoted to a
performance of communicating, highlighting the actions performed
as we communicate, making the reader aware of the constraints
and possibilities of reading and writing. As they move from project
to project, readers are made conscious of their power to activate
a text or surface.
In the second chapter, the focus is in the impact that tools
have on a communication, exposing their effect on us, from search
engines to social media.
The third chapter re-centers the users, making them reflect
on their influence and options as they access and interact
with content, challenging conventions and pushing for an
acknowledgment of the participants, us and the other, whether
machine or human.
Finally, once the awareness of the other is gained, the reader
is invited to go deeper in their understanding of language as our
primary tool, uncovering what it hides and what it offers
as opportunities.
Welcome to Multiple Influences, a thesis about writing,
reading, speaking, listening, holding, folding, flipping, tracking,
mark making, swiping, dragging, clicking, double clicking,
hovering, typing, skimming, scrolling, browsing, cutting, copying,
pasting, and the many other actions we perform as we communicate.
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Performing
Communication
Communicating is instinctive; the acts of
writing and reading are not.
Essay

Writing is an output of the mind, a tool of expression that we
use so many times a day that we forget we once had to
learn it. Very few people remember the struggle to decipher
the geometric shapes of the Latin alphabet, differentiating
its twenty-six not so different symbols, and understanding
that depending on the order in which we encounter them,
these shapes gain meaning. But learning a language does
not stop there. To be fully understood and assimilated,
a language has to be performed. One needs to learn to
pronounce the different letters of the alphabet and their
various sounds, and then to write them. Before becoming
a fluent and automatic action that we perform every day,
writing requires hours of labor and deep focus to control
our hand in order to align our thoughts and the forms we
give them; a word for each idea.
Written communication demands that the reader and
writer master two major tools: language itself, with its tricks
of orthography, syntax, grammar and other rules, and the
technology that allows a text to take visual form—stylus,
ink, paper, computer, the list is endless— and assimilating
these instruments of our communication which takes time.
We stopped engraving stelae a long time ago but the act
of writing still necessitates a physical action performed by
the writer, a movement of the fingers at the least, if not the
entire hand, wrist and arm. Technology gradually reduced
the amplitude of the motion required by the act of writing,
minimizing it to a swipe, a tap, a scroll of the finger on a
sensory screen or a pressure on a key, but I believe that
motion is intrinsically connected to every communication
and it cannot be undermined.
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Fig. 1

Being from Switzerland, I was taught two languages in school and a
third one in college; this allowed me to understand early that the
word is not the “thing” it refers to. It is only one way of referring to
an object, person or concept. Put in a different way, the words écrire,
schriften and to write all refer to the same thing, and no matter which
one I use, it will not affect the meaning of the word, only its visual
form will vary. This understanding of the malleability of language
and its representation enabled me to explore the different forms
words can take, leading to experimentations on how much of the
appearance of our language is due to us, as writers, and how much
depends on the technology we use to make language visible.
The movements related to the act of tracing cuneiform signs on
a wax tablet evolved into typing, and if some people would like to see
this evolution pushed even further, to where one could simply think
and then, as if by magic, see one’s thoughts appear on paper,
I still believe there is value in the motion of writing. What does it mean
for me to type on a smartphone with two thumbs, to type with ten
fingers on a keyboard, or to trace letters on a sheet of paper using
my entire hand?

The motion of our body impacts the visual aspect of the signs we
trace as we write, but it also influences the expectations of the reader
at whom the text aims. Vilém Flusser once said that “a text has as
many meanings as it has readers.”2 But text does not need to be read
to be interpreted; the direction of the writing, the shapes drawn and
the number of symbols used, not only already deliver information to
the reader but they are also parameters to play with. Sometimes,
the meaning resides in the form, not just the content.
There is no written communication without a reader however.
The act of writing leads to an act of reading. If the latter is less
physically demanding, it is a labor of the mind and the result of several
motions; holding the support on which text is materialized, the
movement of our eyes jumping from one word to the other, flipping
pages or clicking and scrolling through a digital document. If the
content of the text is interesting enough for the reader, these actions
become unconscious—we do not pay attention to our hand flipping
the pages of a captivating book—unless the design of it forces us to,
making us aware of our own presence and implication in the act
of reading.
I see writing and reading as embodiments of thoughts, physical
manifestations of our thinking, both material and gestural. There
are lessons to be learned by looking at how writers can impact the
meaning carried by the text they deliver and how the readers, too,
are part of the equation.

Fig. 3

“Writing is a gesture that
aligns and arranges ideas.”1
Vilém Flusser

Fig. 2

There is importance in what our bodies do when we write; our
motions affect both the shape of our language and the way it is
perceived. This double influence is essential in that it affects how a
text will be received. For a writer to not be conscious of this means
that s/he is aware of only half of what a text can communicate.
Graffiti is spontaneous and political—an act of rebellion at the
least. A handwritten letter is personal and is imbued with the
writer’s presence, and a typeset text becomes official and formatted.
These affects of motion on our writing are elements we unconsciously
evaluate daily, giving importance to certain types of content,
discarding others. If we could pay more attention to each of the
parameters we unconsciously set when we communicate, I believe
that we could improve both the way we interact with each other
and our understanding of language.
1. Flusser, Vilém. Does Writing Have a Future? (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 2011) p. 6.

Fig. 5

Fig. 4

Figs. 1–5 Space. With the myriad of tools at our disposal, the
boundary between digital and physical is now blurred, allowing
designer to create bridges from one to the other.
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2. Flusser, Vilém. Does Writing Have a Future?
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, 2011) p. 37.

Meaningless Alphabet
Calligraphic system—Spring 2014
The project Meaningless Alphabet is an investigation on the automatism of reading,
a condition that invariably pushes us to associate meaning to marks that we
interpret as language.
As my interest for the relation between our body and the act of writing
grew in importance, I wanted to explore how my movements and the tools I
was using to write affected the result of this action, but this simple study of the
impact of motion, became much more than that.

One of the symbols created for Meaningless Alphabet as
part of visual system.

20/ Performing Communication
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with a brush, some ink and sheets of paper, I started to experiment on the
impact of speed and position on the form of letters, varying rhythm and
techniques, but after a short time, I realized that writing in a familiar language
was distracting me from the shapes I was drawing. My brain kept reading
the forms I was tracing, a K had to read as a K. Aware of this mental block, I
switched gears and decided to create an alphabet without meaning, a tool
that would allow me to pursue my research on the motion behind the act of
writing by hand. By looking at alphabets I could not understand, such as
Georgian, Hangul and Runic, I designed a set of thirty-six symbols, that, while
devoid of meaning, would look like they belong to the same writing system.
This experimentation on creating a visual system without meaning
allowed me to understand more of the connection between the body and the
mind as we write. The fact that I could not focus on form due to my awareness
of what I was writing was a turning point in my understanding of the process of
communication. I had to force a failure of language, by creating one without
meaning, in order to proceed. Having to fight against my brain as it was
constantly trying to make sense out of the shapes I was drawing was mentally
exhausting, but it made me realize how automatic it is for our minds to
analyze the text we see, regardless of whether or not we “know” the language.
This project forced me to admit how conditioned I was by my knowledge of
writing and reading.
Similarly, when looking at the work, people asked which language it was
written in, not considering once the possibility that the shapes they were
looking at might have no meaning: text comes with a message before we
even engage with it.
This discovery lead me to a series of other investigations and projects,
such as Traces (p.45), a program that offers a different visualization of words
by tracing lines between the key of a keyboard as we type, and One or the
Other (p.131), a piece that plays the sound associated to letters as they are
being typed on a computer. Although purely formal, Meaningless Alphabet
was the starting point of my interest for the way gesture and the tools we use
influence the visual aspect of our language.
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The Invisible Boundary
Book—Spring 2014
The book The Invisible Boundary responds to a series of political events that took
place in Switzerland in early 2014. Making the readers conscious of the act
of flipping a page, the project highlights the impact of such a simple motion.
Actions and consequences are brought into focus and placed in relation to
the act of voting and having one’s voice heard.
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on february 9, 2014, Switzerland’s citizens voted on a question regarding
mass migration, deciding, with 50.3% of the votes, to restrict access to the
country. The ballot highlighted an internal division within Switzerland, one
of language: all of the German speaking cantons voted in favor of restricting
access to the territory whereas the French speaking cantons all voted against
restricting access. It was not the first time that the cantons had voted along
linguistic lines, but this vote made the schism between German and French
speaking cantons impossible to deny, given the political and economic
impact that the vote had on the country.
Being in Providence at that time, I had no other choice than to witness this
vote and its consequences; because Switzerland does not permit absentee voting,
I was unable to either vote or protest with my French-speaking Swiss friends
after the results were made public. To deal with this frustration, I decided to
work on The Invisible Boundary as a way for me to explain the situation to people
around me in Providence, and to respond, in my own way, to what had
just happened.
By looking at Switzerland’s past, present, and future, The Invisible Boundary
contextualizes the vote of February 9 and highlights how German speaker’s
voices overwhelmed, and thus muted, the French speakers’ voices during that
specific event. The book, containing abstracts from newspaper articles
and TV interviews, as well as self-generated text, presents the country from
different angles, from its birth and growth to its theoretical political
neutrality. Representative of Switzerland’s diversity, the book’s German
content is displayed in blue, its French content in red, and English, displayed
in black, is used as a connector and binding agent between the two languages.
To highlight the undermining of the French voice of the country, pages
of red vellum were inserted in the book. Due to the opacity of the vellum, every
red element on the printed pages, which related to French, became invisible,
requiring from the readers that they flip the red page in an act of revealing
parts of the content.
Through this action of uncovering, the readers are made more conscious
of the role they play in the act of reading, a performance of rhythm and
narrative, activated by motion. We access books by flipping their pages and,
most of the time, readers are unaware of this performed action. The motion
of flipping a page is emphasized here in two ways: as the one requirement of
the book as a media, and as a mandatory performance allowing the reader to
gain access to content that is otherwise inaccessible.
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“This gesture [of writing]
produces something half
made in the expectation
of being completed, that is,
commented on by a reader;
that the reader should think
with the writer to think
through what has been
thought, to lengthen of the
text to a conclusion.”3
Vilém Flusser

3. Flusser, Vilém. Does Writing Have a Future? (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 2011) pp. 98–90.
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“[Graphic design] isn’t an a
priori discipline, but a
ghost; both a grey area and
a meeting point…”4
Stuart Bailey

4. Peter Bilak. Graphic design in the White Cube. 22nd International
Biennale of Graphic Design, Brno. 2006.
https://www.typotheque.com/articles/graphic_design_in_the_
white_cube
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Traces
Computer program and posters—Fall 2014
The project Traces focuses on the relation between the motion of our body and
the marks it makes as we write. The program tracks the movement of our
fingers as we type on a keyboard and makes the path from one letter to the other
visible by tracing a line between the keys as they are being pressed, offering
a representation of the “true” shapes of typing.

c
Press Return to save your word.
Press Delete to start over.

co
Press Return to save your word.
Press Delete to start over.

conn
Press Return to save your word.
Press Delete to start over.

By typing with Traces, writers can see the shapes taking form
as they press the keys on the keyboard, thus getting a spatial
representation of the written words.
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conne

connecti

Press Return to save your word.

Press Return to save your word.

Press Delete to start over.

Press Delete to start over.

connec

connectio

Press Return to save your word.

Press Return to save your word.

Press Delete to start over.

Press Delete to start over.

connect

connection

Press Return to save your word.

Press Return to save your word.

Press Delete to start over.

Press Delete to start over.
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irregularity

reading is following someone’s traces

Press Return to save your word.
Press Delete to start over.

Press Return to save your word.
Press Delete to start over.

every time a person writes by hand, the patterns traced on a surface are
the exact match of the movements of the hand holding the pen, stylus or any
other tracing devices. With the use of keyboards however, this connection is
broken. As a key is pressed, a symbol appears on the screen and the “printed”
letter has nothing to do with the movement of the fingers when one types.
Developed with the programing language Processing, the project Traces draws
lines between the keys as they are being pressed, generating a new form
for the spelled words: one that corresponds to the movement of our fingers
on the keyboard.
Accessible by everyone, the program allows the user to “draw” words
and save them as JPEG files, offering the possibility to print the visuals in
order to compare the individual shapes and experience a different way of
looking at language.

48/ Performing Communication

The project then evolved into a more in depth exploration of the impact of
different keyboard layouts on the program’s outcome. To verify this, Traces
was applied to different machines, a California job case (the drawer in which
metal type is stored in a type shop, displaying letters accordingly to their
frequency in use), a pre qwerty typewriter, a shorthand typewriter, a Mintel,
a computer, a cell phone and an iPhone. Typing the words, shaping language with
the keyboard layouts that corresponded to each of these devices, I designed a
set of posters that acts as a data visualization of a sort, showing how the visual
representation of words changed depending on the tools that were used. The
visuals, printed on a 1:1 scale in relation to the keyboards, expressed the
amplitude of the movements one needs to perform in order to write with
the different devices.
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“The language becomes
material, it excerpts itself
as text; the gesture actually
becomes image and then
becomes mark and trace
of material.”5
Ann Hamilton

5. Anne Hamilton. Enright, Robert. “Ann Hamilton,
The aesthetics of Wonder”, in Border Crossing. (volume 19,
number 2: On work issue 74. May 2000).
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Visualization of the word focus by the program Traces.
Overleaf: The result of applying Traces to different keyboard
layouts, showing how the shapes of words evolved over time.
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A particularly intriguing aspect of the program is that some words share the
same shapes, as they use a similar letter combination. This phenomenon
happens when writing in a more conventional way as well, but it is possible to
differentiate the words from each other because the order in which the letters
are arranged is visible to the human eye. The words god and dog using the
same letters, their shapes, if typed with Traces are the same, whereas if printed
in a conventional way, it is obvious that the positions of the letters d and g
change from one word to the other. This specificity of the project calls out the
complexity of our language; what does it means for different words to have
similar representations? The formal similarities between different shapes also
bring in an aesthetic component; some words have more visually interesting
shapes than others, a difference made subtler by the Latin alphabet and its
regular shapes.
Another aspect of the work worth considering is its interpretation factor.
Looking at the shapes generated by the program, one automatically connects
them to the meaning associated to the words represented by the lines. This
exposes our need to make sense out of every symbols associated to a language,
a condition of our ability to read and write, approached in the project
Meaningless Alphabet (p. 21).
Traces highlights how the technologies used to write literally shape the
visual aspect of words, if not of an entire language. The way one thinks and
perceives a text as they type differs from their approach of it when they write
by hand; typing allow a totally different pace and offers more malleability. As
the gesture becomes more mechanical, so does the outcome of it. This project
brings attention to this connection between the act of writing and its output,
and reminds the audience that typing does not equal writing.

The posters offer an overview of how the shapes of words evolved
through time, according to the devices that we used to type.
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Forget About Books

Interview with James Gleick
Project

Depending on
Technology
Or how we became users without our knowing.
Essay

The question of who—our communication tools or us—influences
the other is similar to that of the chicken or the egg. We constantly
use and improve communication devices but they also influence
us and build our need for them. Both of these behaviors have an
undeniable impact on the visual representation of our language but
when we are in the seat of the user, we often forget how much our
actions are affected by the communication tools we use. This lack
of awareness can have significant repercussions on our language;
to use media to their best, we ought to understand how they operate
in order to decide whether or not we accept the consequences that
come with them.
The first communication tools made by humans were material
ones that consisted of pigments, stylus, and clay that were used to
engrave or to mark a surface. For a long time, humans were the ones
making language, deciding when to make a trace and when not to.
Now, with typing and other artificial ways of communicating, it is the
technologies we employ that leave traces of us and for us.
There is one word I purposely avoided using so far: user.
The Oxford English Dictionary defines a user as “one who has or
makes use of a thing” but I would argue that a user is someone
who engages with a technology, an object or a concept in order to
perform an action and activate a surface.6 This definition is crucial
because technology has made us into users, instead of writers
and readers.

6. Oxford English Dictionary Online. Accessed March 10 2015.
http://0-www.oed.com.librarycat.risd.edu/viewEntry/220650?rs
key=20FKY9&result=1&isAdvanced=false#eid
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Fig. 6

Fig. 7

Through time, we gradually encoded information, evolving from
systems that could be translated by only a few people, Morse code
being one example, to complex encrypted languages that only
computers can interpret. We have gone so deep in the realm of
coding that part of the language we surrounded ourselves with is
not accessible to many of us anymore as it requires the help of
machines, especially computers, to sort, store and transcribe data.
This loss of accessibility endangers information as a flow: if
information cannot be transmitted from an emitter to a receiver, then
communication is interrupted. Looking at where we are now, we
have less and less control on the flood of data that flows around us
and can only communicate because we can still grasp small bits
of that flood. For now.
We need technology to communicate. Technology is now so
deeply rooted in our habits that we cannot do without it but, to use
it at its best, it is necessary for humans to learn more about how
communication devices work. When used consciously, these tools
can open doors for us, unlocking myriad of opportunities for more
effective communication. However, if used by default, technology
can restrict our access to information, constraining us to limited
sets of options, without us noticing it.
We access technology through user-friendly interfaces that,
if they sometimes make our lives easier, also limit our freedom and
prevent us from seeing parts of the systems that lie behind every tool.
Economic, and political issues are part of the picture although they
are hidden in the shadows by the “don’t make me think” policy. First
accessible only by elites or initiates, communication devices are now
easy to use due to a deliberate effort to offer easy to access services.
If the sleek and clean interfaces that have been developed make
interaction easier, they are also façades hiding mechanics at work in
the background of communication. As users, we are prevented from
fully assessing the influence of the devices that are channeling our
interactions with each other.

The multiple constraints that interfaces put on us clearly affect the
way we think, write, read, and in sum, communicate. A tweet forces
us to limit our thinking and the way we express it to one hundred and
forty characters and we frequently think about the best way to
formulate a question in order to get helpful search results before
typing a query on Google. The act of typing on a computer itself
changed our way of thinking and writing. One can write endlessly
without getting any sense of how much is being typed; the time of
the typewriter’s bell ringing after every line of text is long gone.
We now think and communicate faster, through smaller units of
information; this shift impacted communication as our exchanges with
others necessarily became more concise. In order to keep up
with the technologies we use on a daily basis, we have to start
thinking like them, understanding their logic and functionalities,
creating or shifting vocabulary and mindsets. Our behavior has
been modeled by technology, for better and for worse.

Fig. 8

Fig. 9

Fig. 10

Figs. 6–10 Scale. Flip-book questioning how, by scaling words
up or down, we impacts (or not) the meaning and understanding
of a content.
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However, in order to operate, technologies such as Google, the
Internet, Twitter, and Facebook need to gather data about us.
Each of these services requires that we provide them with personal
information, from name and age to financial information, location
and the history of our search queries, if not more. This action of
giving up personal data is empowering the tools we use, giving
them more options to target us with curated search results, ads and
other content we might not have asked for, but it also prevents us
from random exploration. If spaces such as the Internet give an
illusion of vastness and unlimited possibilities, our actions in this
environment are more limited than they appear. Search engines
such as Google, Yahoo! and even Wikipedia are curating knowledge,
showing us only the tip of the iceberg. Due to algorithms such as
stop words, which consists of a list of terms that search engines
are to ignore, we are presented only with what was filtered by our
browsing history and systems of references. In an attempt to get
accurate search results, we, the users, have to embrace a different
way of thinking and writing. These imposed limitations preclude
unexpected discoveries, as we are part of a system that prizes
efficiency over discovery.
Like the character restriction of a tweet, the space of a search
bar affects our way of thinking and writing, pushing us to use
grammatically and syntactically incorrect sentences by restricting
language to a limited vocabulary of particular descriptive terms. In
our technological age, randomness has to be wished for—and created.

“Technological progress has merely
provided us with more efficient
means for going backwards.”7
Aldous Huxley

Both scared and fascinated by the implications of relying so
much on technology to communicate and share information, I am
convinced that it is our duty, as users, to question our tools. The
second section of this thesis presents projects in which I subvert
technology, encouraging an unconventional use of communication
devices to make the audience aware of both the presence and the
power of the tools they interact with everyday.
7. Huxley, Aldous. Collected Essays. (New York: Dee, Ivan R.
Publisher. 2001) p. 293.
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Fahrenheit 240
Book—Fall 2014

Often, bringing awareness to the audience can be achieved by making the
invisible visible. The project Fahrenheit 240, exposes Google’s behavior as it
treats our queries, but it also questions the impact of technical efficiency
on literature.
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since january 2008, Google started using stop words; a list of hundred and
seventy-four words that the search engine ignores every time they are typed in
a search bar because of their ambiguity. Words such as what, that, how or is, are
automatically discarded. The sentence to be or not to be is a striking example of
the impact of this practice: the words to and be are treated as stop words
by most search engines, so are or and not. As a result, Google might ignore the
entire query. The search engines programmers had to oblige Google to include
Hamlet’s famous quote in the search results, but this process is not perfect.
Shakespeare is now almost the only result one can get for this specific query,
unless quotations marks are used on both ends of the text: the only way to
force the program to consider words that would ordinary be discarded.
The book Fahrenheit 240 uses the stop words list to filter Ray Bradbury’s
novel Fahrenheit 451, erasing the hundred and seventy-four words from the
book, and presents the result of this erasure shaped as poems.8
The act of deleting all the Google Stop Words from Bradbury’s novel
cut out 47% of the text but left the storyline accessible and new connections
were made possible between the remaining words. Without these “generic”
terms, the novel read as an endless list; some passages assuming a new
meaning as poetry.
In addition to this erasure action, the find/replace function of Adobe
InDesign was used to shape the text as poems; every comma would generate
a line break, at each period, a new paragraph would begin and the first line of
each page would be used as a title for the poems. The constraints set for the
project allow the structure of the original text—its punctuation—to define the
final outcome and the use of the find/replace option in InDesign adds one
more level of automatism by letting the software coldly analyzing the text
and altering it.
The project’s title, Fahrenheit 240, comes from the erasure process that
deleted 47% of Bradbury’s words, as 240 is the result of 451 minus the 47%.

8. Bradbury, Ray. Fahrenheit 451. (New York: Simon & Schuster
Publishers, 2012 )
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The book presents poems made by following this protocol of filtering Ray
Bradbury’s novel with Google Stop Words on the recto, while a different logic
was applied to the verso. To visualize the amount of letters and words erased,
every deleted letter was replaced by a bullet and positioned at the same
location they were before being deleted from the page; one bullet represents
one letter, a four bullets line stands for a four letters words, and so on. This
action gives the readers a sense of how much was subtracted form the original
text, as they access what was left on the right page.
The choice of Fahrenheit 451 for this project was not a random one. As the
novel tells the dystopian story of how access to books and knowledge can
be limited by a society, it was both ironic and convenient to restrict access to
the text using a tool of our society: Google Stop Words.
The shift from a search engine to Fahrenheit 451 was also driven by the
story itself. As books get burned and memorized by a handful of characters,
part of Bradbury’s novel disappears in Fahrenheit 240, making Google’s curating
of our search language visible and pointing at the way the engine decides
which word matters or not, on the pretext of technical efficiency.
This project critiques the editorial power we unknowingly give to Google
and how unchallenged this search engine, and the company it belongs to, are.
The poems, as they read similarly to the queries we type in a search bar, speak
about how we think before typing something, exemplifying how our way of
thinking has also been affected by the technology we rely on.
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“If we think about the
technologies or mediums
through which we engage
with language, we can
maybe see more of the ways
in which language itself
is authored by the devices
we use.”9
Amaranth Borsuk

9. Amaranth Borsuk, excerpt from Between two Screens, pp. 167–193.
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#stolen
(re)tweets—Spring 2015
#stolen is an experiment that takes on the idea of an original and its copy in
social media, in which I approached the retweet, an action on Twitter that
allows one user to post content that was generated by another Twitter user, as
an act that comes close to the border between ethical borrowing and stealing.

“If only Bradley’s arm was
longer. Best picture ever”

The Oscars selfie posted by Ellen DeGeneres on March 2, 2014.
With its 3,360,058 retweets, this image, and its caption, are the
most retweeted and shares post on the social platform.
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#justme

the expansion of the Internet and the social media that operate within it
has made it increasingly harder to find the primary source of a content item,
to such an extant that authorship on the World Wide Web has, for many
years, been called into question. Embracing the ambiguity of authorship on
the Internet, numerous platforms turned to crowdsourcing, an editorial
technique exploiting the multi-editing and online modification of a content
item. Websites such as Wikipedia openly use this method, striving for
accuracy through iteration.
If the impossibility of tracking a content item to its genesis is widely
accepted, the idea of a work that is not original but that is a derivative
creation, or of a work that either in its entirety or in part contains content
that, having been acquired through multiple sharing, is viewed by some
as having been stolen, is still an ethical problem for users and contributors
using the Internet.

#struggle

#wow
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#thefall

#whatif

To exemplify how much a content item travels on the web, as well as the endless
alterations that are applied to it as it sometimes becomes a meme, I took the
most retweeted post of 2014, the selfie at the 14th Oscars Ceremony that had
originally been posted, by Ellen DeGeneres.
If this tweet had been shared worldwide, its textual content had been
dismissed, completely overshadowed by the image that goes with it, the
twelve actors captured by the frame. Amused by how often this now iconic
photography has been shared and diverted, I decided to retweet it myself,
but not without tweaking it first.
In a effort to subvert and to mock the craze for this image, I replaced the
famous selfie with other images, e.g., excerpts from The Creation of Adam by
Michelangelo, a screen shot of the opening sequence of the TV show Mad Men,
and a picture of a squirrel reaching for an acorn, giving a different meaning to
the original caption on DeGeneres’ selfie, “If only Bradley’s arm was longer.
Best picture ever.”

“Language does for
intelligence what the wheel
does for the feet and the
body. It enables them to move
from thing to thing with
greater ease and speed and
ever less involvement.”10
Marshall McLuhan

10. McLuhan, Marshall. Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man.
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 1994) p.91.
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Going one step further, I also modified the hashtag that accompanied the
original image: I replaced #oscars with other terms that were appropriate in
the context of the new images.
This quick and somewhat superficial exploration playfully criticizes
the vitality and authorship of a tweet. Through image and text juxtaposition,
#stolen calls into question the empty nature of most tweets, especially when
related to an image, that is the consequence of the one hundred and forty
characters limit the platform imposes on its users.
#trex

#sweettooth

Some of the tweets posted for #stolen, questioning the
relationship between the caption and the image that was initially
associated to it.
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On the Other End
An interview with James Gleick.
March 6 2015 10:30am
Excerpt
American author, James Gleick worked as an editor and reporter for the
New York Times, before writing the now famous Chaos: Making a New Science,
Genius: The Life and Science of Richard Feynman, Isaac Newton and The
Information: a history, a theory, a flood. In the latter, he approaches a science of
communication, offering a fresh look at the history of information. From
the perspective of an historian and storyteller, Gleick tells a story of evolution,
objectively highlighting the struggles and victories of thinkers and makers
over the technologies that lead to our current communication habits.

On the morning of March 6, slightly after 10:30am.
The following interview is set as to visualize the pauses and
hesitations of both James Gleick and myself, as we were only
receiving sonorous information from each other.
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08:10

Viviane Jalil: When typing, some people are really fluent,
whereas others,
who are still learning to type, have a
radically different relation to the keyboard:
it becomes
an object of stress
that forces them to slow down and
pay attention to the layout of the letters.

08:20

09:30

09:40

I am very much interested in this laborious process of
learning how to use a technology that was originally designed
to facilitate our lives.

08:50

09:00

James Gleick:
Yes,
it is true.
If you look at a novelist writing on a typewriter or a computer
keyboard, you wouldn’t expect any of the physicality of writing
to be visible.
On the other hand,
you would
assume, if you have any romantic definition of creativity, that
the novelist, just like the pianist, is entirely involved in his
creativity.
But there is a degree of abstraction here,
and
maybe this is where the idea in The Information comes in,
the act of encoding information from one layer to a totally
different one. There is an example at the beginning of The
Information,
with the African talking drums,
where the physical action
of drumming
is
completely different from the one of speaking.
Yet,
mentally,
once one learned the drum
language, one recognizes the sounds.
Both
drums and sounds become the same fundamental language,
made through a different physical task.

09:10

I mean,
in our mind as we write or read,
abstraction.

we do hear them
but it’s a different kind of

JG:
Yes,
and I am not even sure we hear them at all,
I wouldn’t use the word hear,
I would maybe say
we
perceive them in our minds.
Now,
maybe this is arguing with your thesis a little bit,
but for me,
when I am writing,
I want the
pathway from the ideas in my brain to the words on a page
to be invisible. I want that to disappear. I don’t want to be
aware of the act of writing, it is a distraction.
For me, the perfect technology would be to fold my
hand behind my head
and magically beam my thoughts
out of it.
That is the ideal.
What one
strives for when learning to type is for the process to become
natural and unconscious.
I think we want to loose this
physicality. There are a lot of things where the movements
of your body are connected with feelings, playing piano, a
sport, dancing,
but I don’t think writing is in that
category,
or needs to be.

10:00

10:10

10:20

10:30

Now when you talk about text,
abstract.

09:20

VJ: Totally.

09:50

08:30

08:40

But this only happens once you are comfortable with the act of
reading.
By the time you are eight years old,
and you’re not moving your lips anymore as you read, you stop
hearing the sounds.
You are instead
recognizing whole words and
sentences as an abstraction
and sounds disappear.

Our alphabet is embodied with sounds
and we get that connection,
about it.
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it is even more

we don’t even think

10:40

VJ: That’s an interesting point of view,
and it’s true that
the expectations one has depend on what is intended from a
technology to do, and why we are using it.
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10:50

11:00

11:10

11:20

11:30

11:40

11:50

12:00

VJ:
One of the things that were highlighted in one of my
pieces, One or the Other, is that people were fascinated by
it because it was producing unexpected results.
The users were frustrated of having to learn a language
again,
looking at familiar words that now
had a different pronunciation,
but they
could also enjoy the playfulness of it, as they didn’t have to write
a novel with the program.
This
I think,
brings us to the idea of learning and
how we process language through the way information is
presented to us. The reason why your book The Information was
so interesting to me is because of the way you describe things.
You talk about words and concepts the audience knows
but
doesn’t fully grasp,
like bits. So,
I guess
my question is how did you choose the language you used in
your book?
What was your process
to explain
these terms to the readers?
JG: It’s true that in my writing I am very careful with particular
words,
and I try to focus the reader’s intention on the
word itself;
how it means different things in different
contexts,
or
how it came to mean what it means.
I don’t take a word’s meaning for granted and I push my
readers to do the same.
Another of my books,
a biography of Isaac Newton,
is a good example of that. Most of the words he used had a
totally different meaning then, and he had to give them a
new one,
one that would allow him to think
and write
about his theories.
I wanted to make the reader aware
that they couldn’t
take for granted that things meant the same to Newton that
they mean now.
Take the word gravity for example:
we have a very specific idea of what gravity is, and he is the
guy who put this definition in our heads, but the question then
is
what was gravity before Newton?
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So, for me,
it was very exciting to look
at him struggling with a vocabulary that was incomplete.
In The Information,
one of these words is
well,
information,
because it means all kind of things to us, and
the whole point of the book is that as little as fifty years ago,
the word had a totally different meaning.
The word
had to be pressed into service.

12:10

12:20

12:30

12:40

VJ: That’s fascinating.
I am
sort of in the same process
with my thesis. I have to use words such as
language
or media,
that have a very broad meaning to most people,
so
I need to be careful with how
and when
I
use them,
to be sure that they are intended as I want
them to be. And this process is probably affected by the fact that
English isn’t my native tongue as well,
but I found out that
sometimes,
it’s an advantage.
Because I think differently,
I use words in an
unexpected way,
which can occasionally help to make my point.
JG: Absolutely! To be aware of that is being ahead of the game. I
think you probably do have an advantage of being bilingual.
You automatically know something a lot of people hare
having trouble keeping in mind: that the word is not the
thing. Of course, people are aware of it,
but they
forget it, we want a single specific definition for a word like
information,
or language.
As so if you could get to the
bottom of it, you would know what that thing is.
Having the
awareness that you just expressed,
I think,
is
half the game.
You can call your readers’ attention to that and spell it out for
them when you think it is appropriate.

12:50

13:00

13:10

13:20

VJ:
This made me wonder how much of the English
vocabulary we really need.
Could a abridged version of it
be
better? If you think about telegraphs or Morse code,
people were trying to send messages as short as possible, for
convenience and price.
Which leads to the how efficient a code
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13:30

13:40

13:50

14:00

14:10

14:20

14:30

14:40

needs to be.
With the way we’re now
encoding information, we find ourselves in the need of a translator
or mediator
that would make the information accessible or
understandable again. It’s a questions of access to information
and privacy.
A translation done by a third party implies that there are no one to
one relationships anymore, there is someone or something
in-between the emitter and receiver.

JG: Right.
And that was
a quirk of the
time.
First of all,
the nature of Morse code was
determined by a problem of the available technology;
people
needed a code that would translate from natural language text
into electrical pulses
and then back to an natural language.
The quirk of the time was that users weren’t told the process
so you’re right,
I guess people must have felt like
there was ultimately no
such things as intimate message anymore. And we still have this
third party in the equation of communication,
when you type
a text message in your cell phone, it’s still being
translated
into an electronic impulse. It’s just done automatically
and you don’t need to be aware of the
lines of code it uses.

VJ: Yes, which is what user-friendly interfaces do:
they hide
and abstract the communication process.
We are literally abstracting a process of
abstraction,
which is an interesting shift in the way we see
words and perceive others.
Which makes me want to mention the fact that you suggested a
phone call for this interview,
instead of,
let’s say,
a Skype
or FaceTime call.
We use these media
all the time now, and they are technologies that give us the
illusion of proximity.
Which is paradoxical
because we know we are looking at a person through a computer,
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14:50

but still, we find it
somehow comforting
to see the person we are talking to.

JG: Right,
but we know we are getting information in
many different channels.
It would be naive to think
that all we get on the telephone are the words,
because we also get a lot of external sounds,
we can hear
tons of voice
and breathings,
extra signals
that should also be classified as information,
even if they aren’t actual words.
If you compare that to a text message,
all
the oratory disappears. On Skype, you get visual information
and you can see expressions,
but it’s still two dimensional;
you can’t
smell things, you’re only seeing parts of the
frame, the resolution isn’t very good,
it’s a poor mimic of reality.

15:00

15:10

15:20

15:30

15:40

15:50

VJ: McLuhan approaches this in Understanding Media,
Vilém Flusser as well.
He is very much
interested in the unconscious mechanisms behind the act
of communicating
and how it evolved from an
alphabetical language
based interaction to being the
result of a script. He talks about the act of writing that
changed from a “tho shall”
logic and structure to
an “if/else” one.
In order to communicate with computers, we need
to change our mindsets, which happens when one codes
something in an HTML,
Java
or any other computed language. We are shaping
our tools,
but they shape our language, and
therefore us in return.
This reminds me of Allan Turing and his machine
Enigma.
JG: I totally agree. There is something
magical
happening in our brain every time we engage in a

16:00

111

16:10

16:20

16:30

communication,
whether with a machine or living
entity.
We need to adapt to the person, or system
we
are interacting with.
There are only few people who can still read and write Morse,
which was widely spread out towards the end of the nineteenth
century.
But if you think about it, most of the electronic signals
sent by phones or the Internet
are somehow related to
Morse code.
One leads to the other,
which makes me
really curious to see what awaits us. I’m not afraid of what
technology will do
to us,
I’m eager to see what we will do with it.

16:40

16:50

17:00

17:10

17:20
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Forget About Books
Website and snaps—Fall 2014
Speculating on the future of reading, the web-based project Forget About Books
takes as a starting point the hypothesis that in a near future, books will be
discarded and literature will be accessed through Snapchat, a smartphone
application allowing its users to send pictures or videos to friends or followers.

The website’s home screen, presenting Forget About Books
mission statement.
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to anchor the hypothesis of snapped literature, a fictive company was
created: Forget About Books. Using Snapchat, the company sends books to its
followers, under the form of short extracts. Users can start to follow authors
on Snapchat, receiving snaps that would progressively allow them to read an
entire book.
To communicate this idea, I coded the website www.forgetaboutbooks.net,
presenting the company’s mission and delivering important information
about their process, from the launch of new books to the next snaps to be
released and lists of available authors.
Designed to mimic Snapchat’s aesthetic, the webpage helps to make the
project credible, but it is also a critic of the cheap/happy kind of visuals
employed by companies such as Twitter, Facebook, Google, and of course,
Snapchat, that rely on user-friendly interfaces to hide most of the mechanics in
motion in the background.
In addition to the website, a Snapchat account was created for one author
(George Orwell), posting snaps of Nineteen Eighty-four, allowing followers to
access the story.
The postulation of snapped literature challenges both the readers and
the book industry as it wonders about the implications of receive snaps of
books on a cell phone, only being able to access the text for a very limited
amount of time.
If fictional, the project points to how we read nowadays: staring at the
gleaming screens of our iPhones, tablets, computers and kindles, all devices
that, if they allow us to control when and where we read, also take us further
away form the book as a physical object. Reading now consists of very short
quantities of text at a time—text messages, e-mails, notifications— a reality
embraced by this project, as the snaps only allow for brief content that
vanished almost instantly.
Forget About Books aims to generate a discussion about the conditions in
which reading is being accessed nowadays and questions the future of reading
and its conventions.

The section of the website presenting the different authors users
can start to follow to receive snaps of the available books.
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Actually he was not used to writing by hand. Apart from very
short notes, it was usual to dictate everything into the speak-write
which was of course impossible for his present purpose. He
dipped the pen into the ink and then faltered for just a second. A
tremor had gone through his bowels. To mark the paper was
the decisive act. In small clumsy letters he wrote: April 4th, 1984.
He sat back. A sense of complete helplessness had
descended upon him. Fig. 11

Fig. 13
The prisoners sat quiet, their hands crossed on their knees, looking
straight in front of them. The howling stopped; the man had no
breath left for anything except hanging on. Then there was a
different kind of cry. A kick from a guard's boot had broken the
fingers of one of his hands. They dragged him to his feet.
“Room 101,” said the officer.
The man was led out, walking unsteadily, with head sunken,
nursing his crushed hand, all the fight had gone out of him. Fig. 13

Fig. 12
He rolled up the completed bundle of work and slid it into the
pneumatic tube. Eight minutes had gone by. He re-adjusted his
spectacles on his nose, sighed, and drew the next batch of work
towards him, with the scrap of paper on top of it. He flattened it
out. On it was written, in a large unformed handwriting:
I love you.
For several seconds he was too stunned even to throw the
incriminating thing into the memory hole. Fig. 12

Fig. 11
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Figs. 11–13. Example of Snaps sent by Forget About Books for the
book Nineteen Eighty-four by George Orwell (New York: Penguin
Books, 2008).
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Interview with Amaranth Borsuk

Re-centering
the User
Solving the equation of communication.
Essay

Emitter + Message/Interface + Receiver = Communication.
This equation works only if all the parts are represented. But quite
often, the receiver is forgotten, hidden by a polished interface,
transforming what could have been a communication into a message
without an audience.
But what is at stake with the loss of control by humans over
technology?
The core threat that this takeover by machines poses to us
is the automation of communication, transforming communication
itself into sets of rules to apply. For discourse to happen, both
emitter and receiver are required: if one of these instances is missing
or replaces by a machine, a message becomes a set of unquestioned
signals, automatically assimilated and executed.
In the past few years, interfaces increasingly became invisible
while their impact on us and on the way we think grew stronger. To
facilitate interaction, interfaces take control away from both emitter
and receiver by abstracting communication to a degree that makes
it impossible for humans to interact with devices without these
complex, albeit visually friendly, boundaries. But there are ways
to re-center the human factor, one of them being as simple as
making emitters and receivers—writers and readers, speakers and
listeners—aware of themselves.

125

The importance of the audience at whom a communication is
aimed cannot be overstated for it is the determining factor when
considering the most appropriate medium with which to present
information. The question of who will receive the message carried
by a communication should drive most of the process of exchanging
information, both on a visual and on a conceptual plane.

The most exciting consequence of expectations is when they fail us.
There are few things that push humans to be creative more than does
failure and this applies to language and technology as well. In a well
oiled world that preached for lightness and speed over physicality and
consideration, I grew fascinated by mistakes, pauses and failures,
notions that, by their nature, remind us of how things should be—or
how we think they should be—and force us to confront reality’s
nature of trial and error. Highlighting a failure of language is one way
to get an audience to reflect on a subject matter; when something
does not work as expected, one starts to analyze a scenario that might
otherwise have been ignored. Asking questions such as Why did it not
work? and How can it be fixed? are the first steps of a reaction that
can lead to an improvement.

What is the audience supposed to get out of an experience?
How should they be able to access the content?
Why this specific audience?
These questions are keys that impact every communication.
Public documents such as speech texts, songs lyrics, or scripts
for plays, for instance, have more than one audience: the person
performing the text and the people witnessing the performance.
This duality affects the delivery of the content as the message is
channeled through two interfaces: the written document and the
person performing the text.
But if the devices that are mediating every communication
activity are used ingeniously they can, in addition to transmitting
information, help the users to understand their impact on the act of
communicating. Making writers aware of the connection between
spoken and written language pushes them to reconsider the many
factors taken for granted in the process of producing, sharing and
activating—in one word, performing— language. The more complex
a communication is, and writing is an extremely intricate system,
the more opportunities there are for the core of a message to get lost
in the transmission process. Similarly, by emphasizing motion and
using the users’ expectations, it is possible to help both receivers and
emitters to better understand how to influence the parameters our
tools set for us.

“Instead of collectively agreeing
to the same streamlined
tools, (…) we need to reclaim
the personal relationship
we used to have with our tools.
We need to reintroduce
interesting points of friction
in our highly optimized
software. We must learn to
create our own tools”11
Jonathan Puckey

11. Jonathan Puckey, quoted by Andrew Blauvelt in “Tool (Or Postproduction for the Graphic Designer)” in Graphic Design: Now in
Production. (Minneapolis: Walker Art Center, 2009) p. 24.
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Through my work and the experiments I led, I came to understand
that it is easier to create paths of access for an audience by gently
showing the way than it is to impose a direction. Thumping the table
might help to be heard, but taking people by the hand and suggesting
approaches is more productive. Poetic or lyrical gestures in particular
help the user of a design to be receptive to the point one is trying
to make. In most cases, if the reader or user can experience a tool
or text, they will understand and internalize more of it than if the
content is dictated to them. Motion plays an important role in this
process of assimilating information, and designing interactions,
whether it is a click on a mouse or flipping a page, is, without a doubt,
the designer’s task. With subtle interactions, my work provokes
actions and reactions. It suggests ways of thinking, rather than, like
technology already does, imposes behaviors.
As technology increasingly gains influence over humans, I
argue that there are ways for users, readers and writers, to regain
control over how communication is performed, an undertaking that
does not need to be violent; awareness of how the media we use to
interact with each other can only be acquired, not imposed. Being
aware of both the limitations and potential that these devices have to
offer allows for a common ground to be found, making collaboration
possible, and obviating the dynamic of uni-directional influence.

Matrix of Knowledge, an experiment on visualizing the motion
of the fingers as one type by applying pigments to the tip of my
fingers as I was typing the essay Matrix of Knowledge by Agnese
Denes on vellum.12
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13. Denes, Agnes. “Matrix of Knowledge” in The Human Argument.
(New York: Spring. 2008) p. 104.

One or the Other
Computer program—Fall 2014

The way we process words and how they translate into different media is a
fascinating topic, especially for the correspondence, or lack thereof, between
spoken and written languages. Using phonetics as a starting point, I used the
project One or the Other to question the relation between the acts of speaking
and writing. As one types on a keyboard, the program plays the sounds
associated to each of the twenty-six letters of the Latin alphabet, making the
user aware of the difference between the two manifestations of language.

Fig. 14

Fig. 14. As the user starts to type in the One or the Other
interface, the computer plays the most commonly associated
sound to each letter.
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void keyPressed() {
println(key);
if (keyCode == BACKSPACE ) { //delete
if (text1.length() > 0) {
text1 = text1.substring(0, text1.length() - 1);
coded in the programming language Processing, One or the Other investigates
the translation from oral to written communication. The program simultaneously
plays a sound which corresponds to each letter on the keyboard and prints
the letters on the screen every time a key is pressed. As English has more sounds
than letters (forty-four sounds for only twenty-six symbols), auditory and
written representations do not always match; only the most common
pronunciations are used, such as the open a as in dad, allowing for most of
the words to be spelled out. Some, however, remain impossible to transcribe
accurately. For example, as the vowel a only had one sound, the open a, the
word made can not be spelled with the letter a and requires creativity to find
the closest match by employing other letters. One can interact in different
ways with the program, enjoying the surprising sounds generated by One or
the Other, and discovering alternative ways of writing and pronouncing words,
questioning the relation between the sound of the English language and its
written application.
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}

}
if (key == ‘ ‘ ) { //spacebar
text1 += key;
}
if (key == ENTER) {
text1 += key;
}
if (key == ‘q’) {
text1 += “q”;
song = minim.loadFile(“k.mp3”);
song.play();
}
if (key == ‘w’) {
text1 += “w”;
song = minim.loadFile(“w.mp3”);
song.play();
}
if (key == ‘e’) {
text1 += “e”;
song = minim.loadFile(“ee.mp3”);
song.play();
}
if (key == ‘r’) {
text1 += “r”;
song = minim.loadFile(“r.mp3”);
song.play();
}
if (key == ‘t’) {
Excerpt from the Processing code on which One or the Other runs.
text1 += “t”;
song = minim.loadFile(“t.mp3”);
song.play();
}
if (key == ‘y’) {
text1 += “y”;

One or the Other is a program

Example of how One or the Other operates, allowing the user to
choose between two ways of writing…
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One or the Other is a program
that forces the user to choose

… a conventional one…
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One or the Other is a program
that forces the user to choose
betwen spaleng wordz acuratle

… or one that favors how a word sounds, rather than how it looks…
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One or the Other is a program
that forces the user to choose
betwen spaleng wordz acuratle
or haveng dam sound rit, but

… bringing attention to the writing convention we all agree on…
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One or the Other is a program
that forces the user to choose
betwen spaleng wordz acuratle
or haveng dam sound rit, but
et wel alwaez bewan or ze odr.
… the fact that writing and speaking are two different
communication systems…
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One or the Other is a program
that forces the user to choose
betwen spaleng wordz acuratle
or haveng dam sound rit, but
et wel alwaez bewan or ze odr.
Tri et and you will see.
… based on the same alphabet.
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“Our alphabet is embodied
with sounds and we get
that connection, we don’t
even think about it. But this
only happens once you are
comfortable with the act of
reading.”13
James Gleick

Due to the jerkiness of the tones played every time a key is pressed, even
words “pronounced” accurately will sound a little odd, bringing attention to
the movements of the fingers as they type in relation to the pace at which
one speaks. When putting words on paper or typing, the writer always
perceives the words he is using: they are indeed “pronounced” in his head.
The project One or the Other disrupts this relation between the act of writing
and what words are expected to sound like, making the users aware of the
process of writing as they get annoyed or distracted by what is being played
by the program. In its way of working, the project forces the writer to make
intentional mistakes, a disconcerting approach.

13. James Gleick, from On the Other End, pp. 105–113
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Fig. 15

Fig. 15. Getting him to wonder what matters the most, of the
spelling of a word, or its sonorous representation.
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Uncreative Writing,
Uncreatively Edited
Book—Fall 2014
Writing is an output of the mind; it brings thoughts into a concrete form, and
in most cases, implies an audience for the materialized words. But what happens
when the audience cannot access a content? The implications of a failure in
the attempt of communicating are fascinating parameters to play with, as well
as a powerful method to bring attention to what is usually taken for granted.
The book project Uncreative Writing, Uncreatively Edited, a collaboration with Prin
Limphongpand, questions notions of accessibility of reading and writing
by provoking a failure of language.
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wondering how one can access the knowledge a text carries, the project
targets on academic writing, examining how this rather dense and wordy
content can be transmitted. Taking place in a context of higher education
and requiring literary skills and motivation from the reader to understand it,
academic writings are often intimidating due to their length and density.
Thus, the book Uncreative Writing, Uncreatively Edited is an attempt to make
academic writing more accessible.
The first decision made was to use Uncreative Writing by Kenneth
Goldsmith as a starting point, primarily because of his attempt to produce
digestible and understandable writing.14 As the artist’s work has been driven
by actions of stealing and appropriation, that in his case, lead to a wider
distribution of a text, we decided to make his writing even more accessible
by deleting every word from Goldsmith’s writing that was not part of the
Simplified English vocabulary.
Instigated by the United States government, Simplified English is an
abridged version of the English language only containing eight hundred
and fifty words: the maximum vocabulary people with functional illiteracy
are able to use in spoken and written forms, allowing them to function in
society. Simplified English, or Simple English was first released in 1930 by the
British linguist Charles Kay Ogden in the publication Basic English: A General
Introduction with Rules and Grammar.15 This limited vocabulary, as frustrating as
it can be for a literate person, offered great constraints for the project and
was a motivating component to work with.
After running Goldsmith’s writing through the filter of Simplified English,
the remaining text was set in a unicase typeface drawn by Prin Limphongpand.
Designed to save space on a page, the font’s ascenders and descenders were
removed to allow tighter leading, customized ligatures were created and some
special features were coded, such as the word and being replaces by the symbol
&. All these actions were performed to reducer the length of the text, making it
less visually intimidating.

14. Goldsmith, Kenneth. Uncreative Writing: Managing Language in
the Digital Age. (New York: Columbia University Press. 2011).
15. Ogden, Charles Kay. Basic English: A General Introduction with
Rules and Grammar. (London: Kegan Paul. 1930).
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With this set of constraints at work, the book became unreadable. Removing
all the words not included in the Simplified English vocabulary was an
experimental gesture and too much of the original text was missing, to the
extent that the content became impossible to access. The typeface, being
so space-efficient, became particularly laborious to read and was thus getting
in the way of the content as well.
This “failure” highlighted important parameters. The fact that the text
became totally unreadable speaks about the vocabulary used by Kenneth
Goldsmith, who, in his attempt to generate accessible content, was still using
words that were too sophisticated to be understood by the functional illiterates.
The reason of being of this project is questionable as well, as illiterates
might not want nor need to access texts such as Uncreative Writing, but the
project makes one aware of the context, resources and specific mindset, that
are the reader’s tools.
This experimentation highlighted some of the parameters to consider
when one undertakes to write. If the audience is often the most important
aspect of a written document, the medium and technologies used to present
the content also play a considerable role in the delivery of knowledge.

Detail of one spread of Uncreative Writing, Uncreatively Edited,
for which we chose to keep the images used Kenneth Goldsmith in
the original book.
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“The meaning of our work is
connected to how it is made,
not just ‘concepted’.”16

16. Lorraine Wild. “The Macramé of Resistance” in Emigre 47. 1998
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Between two Screens
An interview with Amaranth Borsuk.
March 13 2015 3:00pm
Excerpt
Poet, writer and scholar, Amaranth Borsuk’s main tool is collaboration, which
she practiced on projects such as Between Pages and Screen, Whispering
Galleries, Abra, and The Deletionist, all works that re-center readers and users
in the act of writing and reading. Through her work, Borsuk emphasizes the
importance of exchanges, between her and other authors, but more importantly
between writers and readers, embracing her dependency of an audience
to activate a text.

Amaranth Borsuk

On the afternoon of March 13, slightly after 3:00pm.
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Screen-shot taken during our Skype conversation. Before the
interruption of a series of glitches.
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Viviane Jalil: Correct me if I am wrong, but I
noticed that you collaborate a lot for the projects
you work on, so I would argue that collaboration
is the tool you use to generate projects. I was
wondering how does this idea of collaborating
change the way you think? Do you think about
a piece and a collaboration from the beginning or
is it something that happens in the process,
when you meet someone?

with them. As the project grew, it gradually became
clear that there were things we wanted to do with Abra
that were beyond the scope of either of our technicals.
I try to think about collaboration as a process of both
discovery and accountability. Through collaboration,
you allow to yourself a kind of exploration, we don't
necessarily need to know where something is going.
With Kate, writing Abra felt really exploratory. We
knew we had an idea that we were thinking around,
approaching questions of gender, femininity,
sexuality, pop culture, high and low culture, abundance
and decay. But we weren’t sure of how all these things
would interpenetrate. We sort of allowed ourselves
the experimental state, trusting one another.
Collaborating also keeps us aware of our
limitations, which touches on the ethic of a work.
Knowing that my perspective on the world is very
limited by my subject position and my various forms
of privilege forces me to respect other people’s
work and contribution. My way of getting around
some of these limitations is to ask other people
to work with me. I know you collaborated with
someone in a couple of projects as well.

Amaranth Borsuk: I would say both of these are true.
In some cases, I know I want to do something with a
specific person from the beginning, knowing that I
can't possibly do all the things I want by myself
Say something like the Abra collaboration with Kate
Durbin and Ian Fletcher; it began from meeting Kate
and knowing we wanted to do something together.
Kate and I were both invited to give a reading in
Los Angeles, we knew each other form mutual friends
and we said, well, let's write something together for
this poetry reading. So, we came up with a constraint
and we wrote a poem. When we read it together,
something clicked, and we wanted to do more. We
began the collaboration Abra because of that, just
meeting someone and knowing you want to work
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VJ: Yes, which was of great help when it came to
navigate in deeply conceptual pieces. Prin
Limphongpand, with whom I collaborated, draw
a typeface for one of our projects, which really
added something to the work, something I could
not have come up with. This tool he designed
unlocked interesting options, so sharing skills
and using each other's abilities was an enriching
experience.
This idea of sharing skills leads me to the next
question: in the various collaboration you took
part in, do you always sort of play the same role,
due to your background and your skills? For
example, I guess the collaboration with Kate Durbin
was differentfrom the one with Nick Montfort.
How do you navigate within the different
collaborations, as a writer, a maker, a poet?

challenges me, it forces me to see my limitations.
So, with Kate for instance, our aesthetics are really
dramatically different. Working with someone who is
so straightforward with subject matters of women’s
objectivization and sex, was for me an opportunity to
challenge my preconceived notions of what I do as a
writer. And I hope it was the same for Kate.
And then in working with Nick, I learned how to
write regular expression from him, so that we could
test out different computational modes for creating
an erasure poem. He showed me a different way of
interacting with language through quantification. But
working with him also showed me my own
limitations as a non coder.
Every collaborations are different, but they all
involve a lot of communication and negotiation,
almost like a relationship, because there are so much
back and forth in the act of collaborating. Kate and I
also build a relationship out of Abra, and grown closer
because we chose to work on something together.
The more time you spend working together, the more
it solidify the bond you have as an artist.

AB: I would say I am always coming at it partly
from the perspective of language, as someone who
wants to explore the possibilities of language. To
a degree, each collaboration showed me different
approaches or different ways of interacting with
language so I feel like the role that I play, in terms
of my personality, is very similar and I try to be
generous, easy to work with, open minded. As much
as I think of myself in that way, each collaboration
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VJ: And for most of these collaborations, were you at
the same place that the people you were collaborating
with? How were you communicating about these
projects?

AB: Just like you, it was a very mediated form of
communication. The Abra collaboration started as
an in person collaboration, and since I moved out
of LA, it has been almost entirely digital, involving
shared Google documents, Skype and phone
conversations, various project management softwares.
As the communication happened remotely with
shared wiki we were all online simultaneously, live
coding and pasting, chatting and trying to make
each other laugh, suggesting ideas and so on, which
is a totally different mode of working than when
you are on your own. There is something about that
energy… You can work offline for a long time, but
so much seems to get done in these moments when
we were all on line.

VJ: Thinking about interactivity, it seems like you
are trying to emphasize the role of the readers,
re-centering them in the performance of reading.
I wonder, why is it so important for you to make
us aware of the role we play in the experience of
reading? In Whispering Galleries or even Between Pages
and Screen, the camera confronts the reader to their
presence. The idea of a mirror comes to mind.
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AB: Yes it is, and thanks for noticing that. It is
important to me for different reasons. Partly because
of my investment in a kind of writing in which I am
not setting myself up as the master author, it’s a kind
of desire to draw less attention to myself and more to
the reader. It is also an attempt to remind the readers
that all acts of reading are mediated in some ways.
I think that, and this is maybe a connection with your
work, there is a desire to make tangible what is
somehow intangible in the reading process. If we think
about the technologies or mediums through which we
engage with language, we can maybe see more of
the ways in which language itself is authored by the
devices we use. It creates the sort of dialogue you are
talking about between form an content. I sort of think
of these projects as reminders for the readers of their
own author agency over the text, as well as reminders
of a text’s materiality.

VJ: I totally agree, there is something fascinating
about realizing how much of a text we, as readers,
actually control. Especially now as we are moving
towards reading and writing that are happening in
the space of the digital. We read on Kindles, eBooks,
smartphones, everywhere. But what I do love about
your work is that you still keep the idea of the book
present. In Between Pages and Screen for example, the
book doesn't contain text per se, but it still operates as
a container of knowledge and of narrative. This way
of using different media is really interesting and I am
intrigued by the thinking this kind of cross platform
works requires. Is it something that comes from the
collaborations?
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AB: Absolutely. I think the collaborations inform my
own understanding of how we interact with an object
and how books are objects that sort of fundamentally
exist in order to facilitate exchange. They stand for
the person telling you the narrative. You receive the
object and the object speaks to you. So, collaboration
maybe is also sort of setting a similar kind of dynamic
of exchange that helps me to think through how the
book functions when we have all these other systems
of exchange.

AB: I think I am thinking about the audience, quite
significantly as I write. But I am not sure how it affects
the writing. For Between Pages and Screen, or Whispering
Galleries, I was collaborating with Brad Bouse, who
is very much interested in creating accessible user
interfaces and user experiences. Those projects want
to be approachable and easily legible. The poems in
say, Whispering Galleries, are limited in their vocabulary
to the language that exists in the diaries from which
the erasure is written. So, to a degree, my writing
is constrained by that. I wasn't necessary thinking
about ease of access to the narrative, so much as
what would be an interesting embodied engagement,
or how that experience happens. It is a text that is
basically only meant to be experiences in the context
of the New Heaven Free Public Library, through that
embodied interface, through motion. I guess we were
to a degree, thinking about how the language of the
poems would then merge with the physical, with the
feeling of reaching your hand into this invisible
sphere and manipulating the dust on the screen.
The way I relate to the audience is through how
they encounter the material substance of the book,
and how this can complement and extend their
understanding of what is happening in the text. It
reinforces and deepens that exchange.

VJ: I guess to one extend, the projects themselves are
a collaboration, one of different media, the book and
the digital.

AB: Totally. And a reminder that the reader is also part
of this collaboration. Given that the text exists only to
interact with another human being.

VJ: Talking about this, how does this idea of using
different media, but also having a text activated by the
reader, affect what you write and how you write it?
I’m thinking about the audience and the performance
that is being asked of them, especially with texts that
are meant to be performed, such as public speeches or
plays. In these cases, there are actually two audiences,
the person who will read the text and perform it, and
the public who will attend the performance. How do
you see this dynamic operating in your work?
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VJ: The reason why I asked this question is because
for one of my projects, Traces, I was the one coding
the program. Using the programming language
Processing felt like learning a new language. I had
to reach a certain mindset to understand how I
had to communicate with the computer, so that it
would do what I was asking. When people were using
the program, there was something exciting for them
in seeing the lines being traces as they were typing,
but once printed, the shapes were loosing something,
because they were out of context. The connection with
the gesture that produced them was broken. I see a
connection with your project Between Pages and Screen,
where a lot of coding was involved as well. I find this
idea of different layers of languages and texts allowing
the readers to access the content of the
book fascinating.

Screen in another context. I wouldn’t want to publish
them as simple poems, because it would remove the
reader from that embodied experience and it would
fundamentally change what the project is about.
Interestingly, what you are doing in Traces is that you
are leaving us with only the trace, and it is up to the
reader to translate it back to words.

VJ: Absolutely, the way people were interpreting the
shapes was really interesting. I did explore the idea
of applying the program to different keyboard layouts,
using the iPhone keyboard, or a California job case.
With these, the gesture became totally different.
Especially with the case, it isn’t just our fingers that
move, but our entire arm and trunk are mobilized.

AB: Right, that is sort of what makes it feel magical.
The beauty of typing these abstract shapes. It seems
like in Traces, part of the delight is that we can
imagine how our gestures are making these traces.
Once it is printed, it is divorced from this language
and the embodied experience. I sort of feel that way
about presenting the text from Between Pages and
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AB: That is really lovely. In one way, if we just look
at these shapes, they are data. By making these data
physical, you are also making a statement about
translating everything into data. There is something
dangerous about that, it’s the dog and god having
the same visualization. I can see that part of what Traces
is doing is visualizing labor that became totally
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invisible to us. I really like this gesture of reacquainting
the body with type and the way that technology
changed our relation to type. As much as it is shrinking
down the amount of labor, there is still that activity.

simplest action so complicated. If I don't respond to
an e-mail or text message within ten minutes, people
start to worry and wonder if something bad happened.

AB: Yes, I feel that way about e-mail. It causes to
much extra anxiety, knowing that there are e-mails
sitting there waiting to be responded to, but I am
in meeting all day in campus so I don't have time to
answer my e-mails so I have to look at them at ten
o'clock at night and there are several dozen e-mails
to respond to. There is that extra emotional pressure
that we place on ourselves.

VJ: Exactly. This project is about bringing back
this notion of labor and movement that became so
automatic withe the act of typing on a keyboard.

AB: I really like this idea. That nicely connects with
your thoughts on the problematics of language, the
changing nature of it, the loss of language, a kind of
recuperative gesture. You are rebuilding from this
problematic slippage. Your work is a reminder that if
every new technology has this momentary feeling of
“Oh yes, we can communicate more directly,” it is a
total fantasy. One that we keep buying into.

VJ: Yes, every time a new technology is released,
there is a fist moment of excitement, we see new
perspectives, but then they vanish as a new device
replace the old one. That's what I call engineering,
engineering that facilitates communication, even if
most of the time we are unaware of it. One of the
things my thesis does it to acknowledge this work
that allows us to think like we do. I am aware that
my life might be a lot more complicated without the
technologies I use on an everyday basis, but these
same apparatuses I use everyday sometimes make the
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Eloquence

Ee

Typeface—Spring 2014
Inspired by the character and impact of some of the most famous speeches
of history, Eloquence is a typeface designed for the context of the
carefully-crafted political speech, which requires specific oratory skill.

Eloquence Regular

“We must always consider
that we shall be as a

city upon a hill

—the eyes of all people are upon us.”
John F. Kennedy—January 9, 1961
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By their context and impact, political speeches require particular care. From
word choices to the performance of reading the script, nothing should be left
to chance. Not even the typeface they are set in.
With an emphasis on readability, Eloquence was designed to be read at a size
of 18pts to 24pts, allowing for the performer of a speech to stand behind a
podium while reading their text at a comfortable size, whether printed or
on a screen.
The font’s serifs and generous dark strokes make the reader and speaker
confident by shaping their thoughts in a steady and present typeface.
Additionally, to make reading as easy as possible, each letter was designed so
as to accentuate the specificities of every letterform, while still preserving the
integrity of the overall design.
Eloquence aims to make speeches more accessible to their performers and
to the audience; it is thus meant for two publics, an active and a passive one.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
01234567890
( ) { } [ ] ! ? . , : ; / &* - = + $ # fl fi fj
“We, in the democracies, believe in a kind
of international respect and action which is
reciprocal. We do not think others should treat
us differently from the way they wish
to be treated. It is interference in other
countries that especially stirs up antagonism
against the Soviet Government. If it wishes
to feel secure in developing its economic and
political theories within its territory, then
it should grant to others that same security.
We believe in the freedom of people to
make their own mistakes. We do not interfere
with them and they should not interfere
with others.”
Eleanor Roosevelt—September 28, 1948
To ease the reader of a speech, Eloquence was designed to be set
at a minimum size of 18pts, as shown above.
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Asking for More
Because we need questions, not answers.
Essay

We have reached a point in the evolution of communication where
we either have to accept the influence of technology, or we have
to redefine the way we think and interact with it. The first option
is obviously the easiest but the second, which requires more thinking
and a perpetual questioning of the technology, is more challenging
and therefore more interesting. By paying attention to how content
is presented to us, and how we can access it, I believe we can
thoughtfully reflect on how we are being affected by media. If there
are no good answers, there are still a lot of questions that are
worth asking.
We accept whatever content and media is presented to us;
we adapt to our communication tools instead of adapting and
transforming them. This inertia, which is, in effect, a reversal of
roles, affects both our body and mind. Users rely too much on
default settings defined by apparatuses to such an extent that we
are now numb, overwhelmed by our tools’ stimulations. We receive
notifications from our cellphones every second, pressuring us to
answer e-mails and text messages right away. The pressure applied
on us is real, and it requires strength to say no to these solicitations,
but if we do not resist the pressure we not only abandon ourselves
to technology but we also give up our language.

201

Fig. 16–18. Inside/out, an experiment in visualizing the complexity
of being bilingual and how the two languages I speak are now
impossible to separate and perpetually overlap with each other,
impacting the way I experess myself as well as my thinking.

I am not preaching for a life without technology, rather, I invite users to
look closely at what communication devices do as a close reading of our
tools and behavior will allow us to reflect on how content is delivered to
us. What is a text saying and what does the way in which it is presented
communicate? Analyzing the means of delivery, instead of focusing only
on the delivered content, will give us clues as to how to deal with the
overwhelming number of options with which we are being provided. Daring
to ask: How did one come up with a technology? When it was first used?
How did the media evolve? and What was driving its development or creation?
will help us better understand the impact that these tools have on us.

Fig.16

“Instead of giving the wrong
answers, design should
instead begin asking
interesting questions.”17

Fig. 17

Daniël Van der Velden

We cannot help but be influenced by media; the best we can do is to keep
asking questions and hope to find answers. Maybe there is a better way
to access a book other than by flipping pages. Maybe users can be made
conscious of the spatiality and restrictions of the Internet. Maybe.
We need to be open to discoveries, and sometimes to disappointment,
if we want to expand the way we collaborate with technology. I
encourage the user to misbehave, to try new ways of interacting: to do
the “wrong thing.”
This section of Multiple Influences is a place to suggest questions, to
start debates, and to be an active participant in the conversation between
humans and technology.

Fig.18
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17. Van Der Velden, Daniël. “Research and Destroy: Graphic
Design as Investigation” in Graphic Design: Now in Production
(Minneapolis: Walker Art Center, 2009) p. 18.
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Exposure
Book—Fall 2014
The project Exposure is a response to Deconstruction and Graphic Design by designer
Ellen Lupton.18 Highlighting the influence of deconstruction, a term coined
by Derrida in his work Of Grammatology in 1967, on designers such as Katherine
McCoy, Stephen Doyle and Barbara Kruger, Lupton defines the philosophical
movement as a questioning method, focusing on the system that creates a
product, instead of the “image” of the product itself.19

18. Lupton, Ellen. “Deconstruction and Graphic Design” in Design
Writing Research. (New York: Phaidon Press. 1999).
19. Derrida, Jacques. Of Grammatology. (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press. 1967).
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as i encountered Lupton’s text for the first time, the way she describes
deconstruction resonated with me, due to the similarities between my
practice and her description. By using language as a tool and entry point
to graphic design, my focus, just like deconstruction, is not only on the
content, but on how it is being delivered and revealed to us. My questioning
of the technologies used to frame access to content, as well as the context
in which we encounter it, echoed wit Lupton’s essay, allowing me to extend
my vocabulary and to contextualize my practice in relation to designers
and thinkers such as Derrida, De Saussure and Oded Ezer.
While, if I could relate to the examples given by Lupton in her description
of deconstruction, I profoundly dislike the name: deconstruction. Am I
really deconstructing through Graphic Design? I see my approach as close
observations, dissection, and exposure. For me, deconstruction is more
of a starting point in my work than an absolute methodology that needs
meticulous application. Overturning the hierarchy at work within the dynamic
of a tool and its users, is an act that appear often in my practice: it is a way
for me to understand more of the impact one has on the other: a method
borrowed from deconstruction.
Aside from this similarity, my way of operating diverges from Derrida,
in that I do not dismantle or tear the subjects of my inquires apart to put
them back together. Instead of changing the media or language used, I want
to change the way we interact with them. Similarly to deconstruction, my
approach consists of constantly questioning technologies, formal devices, and
social institutions, but my practice is more driven by a need to understand
how media operate and reflect on its users, than a theoretical investigation of
terms, one of the aspects for which deconstruction was often criticized in
the late 80’s.
At the beginning of her essay, Ellen Lupton states that “deconstruction asks
how representation inhabits reality,” and then asks “How does the external
image of things get inside their internal essence? How does the surface get
under the skin?”20 Intrigued by these questions, I decided to use the metaphor
of the “inside and outside of things” to reveal what, in my opinion, lays
beneath her text. Notions of connection, influence, context, intention, pattern,
fracture, focus, and irregularity came to mind, as entry points I use when
approaching my projects.
20. Lupton, Ellen. “Deconstruction and Graphic Design:”
Ellen Lupton. Accessed October 14 2014. http://elupton.
com/2009/10/deconstruction-and-graphic-design/
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In an attempt to reveal the importance of these notions, I decided to cut out
letters of the word exposure on each page of the essay, revealing representations
of my entry points to graphic design inside the space formed by the cutouts.
Each of the eight terms is represented as an abstract illustration coming from
beneath the text, adding physical dimension to the essay. The pages were
then photographed and assembled in a booklet, exposing my own actions.
Exposure reveals my process and approach to graphic design: it questions
the way a text is being delivered and presented to us, asking what is at work
in the background of written communication. The project is an attempt
to shift our attention from what a text says to what it does and it was the
opportunity for me to share my thinking in a visual way, literally letting the
audience in.

The cutouts photographed on top of Exposure’s abstract visuals
illustrate the depth of the text, here symbolized by the shadows
beneath the first layer of paper.
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“Every new medium
transforms the nature of
human thought. In the long
run, history is the story of
information becoming aware
of itself.”21
James Gleick

21. James Gleick. The Information: A history, a theory, a flood. (New York:
Pantheon Books, 2011) p. 23.
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Lexicon
Website—Spring 2015
In the same way that thoughts cannot be isolated from an action and its
intentions, words cannot be separated from their meaning. However,
throughout history, the meaning of words shifted, making it hard for us to keep
up with their many meanings. The website Lexicon was initiated by a need to
sharpen my tool for this thesis, the language I use. Thus, the project operates as

(to) process
noun and verb

both personal dictionary and thesis wireframe, presenting my work in
my own terms.

A continuous succession of actions in
sequence (progression).
To register or interpret information.

By clicking on the words included in the Lexicon vocabulary, users
can pop up windows with the definitions associated to each word.
Clicking on the gray entries allows for a word to word navigation in
the web space of Lexicon.
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Site Map
moving forward in my thesis investigations, it became clear that I needed
precise definitions for the words I would be using when describing my projects
and intentions. Not being a native English speaker forced me to constantly
look up words in a dictionary to make sure they were being used accurately.
The definitions found, if technically correct, were often incomplete when
applied to my thinking. In some cases, the difference was benign enough
not to alter the meaning of the text but in some instances, it was of great
importance to specify why a word had been selected instead of another. The
second situation occurred often enough to justify the need for a personal
dictionary, one that would allow me to express myself clearly but that would
also give the audience the key to this thesis—a sort of safety net.
The website follows a logic driven by the way we now interact with the
digital: instead of being arranged in alphabetic order, the words are presented
following the layout of a qwerty keyboard. To emphasize the location of each
letter, Lexicon was built as a single web-page, a vast space allowing for the
exploration of the distance between the letters.
Conscious of the challenge this decision could represent in terms
of navigation, I used the program Traces and typed all the letters of the
alphabet into it, tracing a line that connected all the letters. I then set this
visualization of the alphabet as a background for the website; using the
line going from one letter to the other as a map, showing the path from A
to Z to the user.
Taking the Oxford English Dictionary as a reference, the definitions
accessible through Lexicon offer reinterpretations of words such as user or
communication. To show how these words have been used by designers, writers
and thinkers, the website also displays quotes from a personal repository,
contextualizing the words in a graphic design practice. Displayed at a bigger
size than the definitions, the quotes, which usually work as something akin to
footnotes, gain importance here, an emphasis on the fact that the context in
which a word is used matters more than its actual definition. In addition to the
definitions, the website also presents precedents and current work, connecting
visuals to the definitions, a framework that has the effect of anchoring the
definitions in a concrete space.

The upper left corner of the browser window displays a map of the
website, giving a sense of the vastness of the space users are in.
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To show the influence and connections between the words, visitors are asked
to click on the presented words, an action that makes visible a pop-up window
containing the definitions. Users are then able to navigate in the space of the
webpage, keeping the definition windows open as they do so. This feature
allows the audience to compare and connect definitions as pop-up windows
can be rearranged on the screen. Additionally, a cross referencing system
was set up, giving the user the opportunity to click on words present in a
definition, bringing the user to a new word, and so on.
If Lexicon emerged from a personal need, it literally operates as a map
of thoughts that gives the user the opportunity to explore my thinking in a
space, joining definitions, work and references. The project questions both
the agreed-upon definitions and the virtual space as a terrain of exploration,
allowing the user to engage in the mental and visual wandering that so often
leads to unexpected discoveries.

“On the web, your feet never
touch the ground; instead
you make your way around by
clicking on links. Click and
you’re suddenly teleported (…)
with no glancing at things
around the way.”22
Steve Krug

22. Krug, Steve. Don’t make me Think. (San Fransisco: New Riders,
2005) p. 123.
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interaction

exposure

noun

noun (verb: to expose)

Action or influence of at least two
elements on each other. Process of
action and reaction.
Interdependency that is not
necessarily voluntary, unlike
collaboration.

ambiguity
noun (adj. ambiguous)
Often considered a negative aspect,
ambiguity is the capability of being
understood in two or more ways, which
often generates unexpected results. It is
a states that does not give all the pieces
of the puzzle, requiring of a person that
they process a concept or situation,
making their own mind.

The act of uncovering something in a
state of vulnerability, presenting it to
view, subject to an external influence
and leaving a trace of this action.

trace
noun
A mark left by an action after having
been performed.
Element attesting of the passing of
something or someone.

action

noun (verb: to act)

Opportunity to make one think.

Process of executing something. Physical
actions implies motion, whereas digital
ones generate a virtual motion.

(to) process
verb

A continuous succession of actions in
sequence (progression).
To register or interpret information.
Samples of definitions presented in Lexicon.
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In Context Concordance
Multiple Opinions Bibliography
Thank You Acknowledgment
In case you wondered Colophon

Let’s agree on these
What you need to know.
Glossary
Taking the Oxford English Dictionary as a jumping-off point, the present
definitions, extracted from the project Lexicon, were implemented with
my understanding of the following words; an attempt to secure my own
definitions in the context of this thesis.

Q

R

qwerty

reader

noun

noun

First sentence of a standard English-language
keyboard displayed such as to prevent keys to
jam (opposed to the azerty or French layout).

W

(to) write

A person able to decipher and understand
the meaning of the visual representation of a
language. Can be both the final destination of
this representation or an intermediary that is
intended to share the deciphered meaning with a
broader audience.

verb

To record something by scratching, carving,
engraving, or incising to form letters, symbols
or words. The act of making thoughts concrete.
Motion of visualizing thinking.

receiver
noun
Device or person getting signals sent by an
emitter, and is some cases, interpret them.
Destination of a communication activity.

writer
noun

representation

One who makes thoughts visible by using an
agreed upon linguistic structure, based on visual
and syntactical rules.

noun

E

Act of standing for, or denoting symbolically
(visually) a person, group, or thing, and related
senses. Shift of the authority from the original
to the substitute that stands on behalf of it.

emitter
noun

rhythm

Device or person that produces and sends
information, coded or not.
Starting point of a communication activity.

noun

exposure
noun
The act of uncovering something in a state of
vulnerability, presenting it to view, subject to
an external influence and leaving a trace of
this action.
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Measured flow generating sonorous or visual
patterns (intervals) determined by various
repeated parameters. Repetition of a regular (or
irregular) sequence of components.

T

technology
noun
A machine, piece of equipment or method
developed to enable one to achieve an action or
to make the creation process easier to perform.

U

tool
noun
Any instrument of manual operation; a
mechanical device for working upon something
requiring to be activated by an action or a
command.
Mean to an end.

trace

user

(to) output

adaptation

noun

noun and verb

noun (verb: to adapt)

A person who employs, manipulates or practices
something. Someone who engages with a
technology, an object or a concept in order to
perform an action and activate a surface.

The produce of a mental effort, the energy or
power produced by a machine or the physical
medium on which these are represented.
The product resulting of the application of
lexical, grammatical, phonological rules.

Dynamic of influence, in which one is both
influenced and influent. As one is adapting to
a situation, a tool or any other exterior factors,
one also affects these factors, changing their
surroundings. Adaptation is an act of selection
due to imposed limitations, and in most cases,
leads to improvement.

I

information

noun

noun

A mark left by an action after having been
performed.
Element attesting of the passing of something
or someone.

Facts that is conveyed by an emitter to a receiver.
Consciously or unconsciously shared knowledge
or fact.

P

performance
noun

ambiguity

The action of accomplishing a task or function.
Response of a human or machine to a stimuli.

noun (adj. ambiguous)

interaction

(to) print

translation

noun

noun and verb

noun

Action or influence of at least two elements
on each other. Process of action and reaction.
Interdependency that is not necessarily
voluntary, unlike collaboration.

To press into or upon a softer substance or surface,
so as to leave a mark preserving the form left by
the pressure of some object coming into contact
with the surface.
The act of committing to writing, to set or trace a
mark on any surface, by carving, writing, etc. as a
vestige or trace of something.

The action or process of turning from one
language into another, as well as the product of
this process; a version in a different language.
Rendering of something in another medium or
form, adaptation to another use.

interface
noun

(to) type
noun and verb
A person or thing that exemplifies the ideal
qualities or characteristics of a kind or order; a
perfect example or specimen of something; a
model, pattern.
Also a small rectangular block, usually of metal
or wood, presenting a craved symbol for use in
printing.
Used to refer to the act of pressing keys on a
keyboard.
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The common boundary of two spaces: the place of
interaction translation.
System that controls how information is shown to
a user and the way one is able to interact with it.

O

operation
noun
Reflected act of making or performing a task.
Usually follows a set of rules and steps.

Often considered a negative aspect, ambiguity
is the capability of being understood in two or
more ways, which often generates unexpected
results. It is a states that does not give all the
pieces of the puzzle, requiring of a person that
they process a concept or situation, making
their own mind.
Opportunity to make one think.

S

sentence
noun

(to) process
noun and verb
A continuous succession of actions in sequence
(progression).
To register or interpret information.

A

action
noun (verb: to act)
Process of executing something. Physical actions
implies motion, whereas digital ones generate
a virtual motion.

251

A correctly ordered way of thinking, speaking or
writing (series of signs or symbols) by a person
or a programed software in an artificial or logical
language.
Authoritative and arbitrary decision that
expresses a proposition; judgment.
Part of a discourse.

sequence
noun
Order of events happening one after the other.
Extracted set of events or things from a whole.

D

space

deconstruction

noun

noun (verb: to deconstruct)

Laps between two or more defined points
creating a surface or a three dimensional area;
an environment. Sometimes referred to as
the absence of something, emptiness.

speaker
noun
Person who produces sonorous manifestations of
a language, usually directed toward an audience.
One that claims authority by manifesting
himself.
Also a device that translates electronic signals
into sound.

The act of unmaking, tearing apart, undoing the
construction of a thing.
Philosophic movement (J. Derrida, 1903–2004)
based on a critical analysis of concepts such as
being, knowing, substance, cause, identity, time,
and space. A mode of questioning that focuses
on the system creating a product instead of the
product itself, Deconstruction aims at exposing
unquestioned assumptions.

device
noun
An object made to assist one in the performance
of an action. Part of a technology.

surface
noun

digital

Outer boundary of any material object. The
most superficial layer or element of anything.
Easiest and first part of a thing to be altered
or affected.

noun, adj
System using numerals (from 0 to 9) to represent
data in computing and electronics (involves a
translation from digits to analogue data).
Often misused to describe the virtual.

symbol
noun

discourse

Thing that stands for something else, based on
relationship, association or convention.
Representation of an element, idea or quality.

noun

system
noun
Set of connected elements forming a whole.
Organized structure.

An exchange of information between an emitter
and a receiver. Implies a action on both sides, in
opposition to a communication where a response
isn’t required from the audience.
The thread of an argument; a line of reasoning
leading to an in depth treatment of a subject.

“Thinking about language,
while thinking in language,
leads to puzzles and
paradoxes.”23
James Gleick

F

(to) ffabschrift
verb

H

(hi)story
noun

First known usage: 2015, coined by L. Hitchcock
and R. Ossip for the RISD course Shaping Language.
From the Swedish [ fab]rikat, to make; and the
German [schrift], to write; also script, alphabet.
An inextricable and dialogic activity of
language and form.
A visual and/or experimental communication
produced through a simultaneous merger of
language/thought/making and siting.
To write as making and make as writing; to
write and make and make and write.

G

Narrative of events (that have or are alleged to
have happened) connected with a particular
person, country, institution, or thing.
Recorded knowledge relative to an evolution.

K

kinetic
adj.
Producing or causing a movement or gesture
(opposed to static) and depending on this motion
for its effect.
Associated to the forces and energy of a motion.

gesture
noun
Manner of placing the body (posture or attitude)
to give effect to thoughts or feelings.
Related to social codes and behaviors.

syntax
noun
Orderly or systematic arrangement of elements.
Formal organization of a language, without
reference to meaning.
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23. Gleick, James. The Information: a history, a theory, a flood. (New
York: Pantheon Books, 2011) p. 279.
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L

language

collaboration

noun

noun

Any systems of precisely defined symbols and
rules devised for communication. Can manifest
itself under the form of spoken or written
components as well as non-verbal elements such
as gesture, facial expression, etc.
Conventions agreed upon and directed to
someone else and/or representing instructions
and data that can be processed and executed
(computers).

Voluntary participation of at least two parties in
order to achieve an action. Action allowing to do
better or more than one alone.

letterform
noun
The shape of a letter of an alphabet working as
a malleable container for meaning and sound.
As the meaning and sound of a letter or
word remain, the letterform is what varies,
depending of the context and design intention
of the person using it.
Language affects the sounds associated to a
letter, but tools and media are what is affecting
the letterform.

listener

communication
noun
The transmission of information between an
emitter and a receiver by means of touch, sight,
speech, writing, mechanical or electronic media.
For a communication to occur, both parties need
to share the same code.
Unlike discourse, communication does not
necessarily require a response or reaction form
the receiver.

convention
noun
Most common manner of doing something, to
an extent that it sometimes become a habit, a
thing one does without thinking about it.

V

B

behavior

message

noun

noun

Observable activity of humans and machines
under specified conditions, circumstances or in
relation to other things.
Reaction to an external factor.

The statement contained in, or understood from,
a communication expressed orally, visually or in
a written format.
Information sent or given to someone.

N

narrative
noun
An account of a series of events or facts given in
order and with the establishing of connections
between them.
Structure of a any exchange or communication
of information.

M

media
noun
Originally plural form of medium.
A support of expression used for recording or
reproducing data, images or sound in a mean
for communication.
Interface between an emitter and a receiver.

visualization

noun
A person who consciously pays attention to the
emission of a sound produced by someone else
or by a device in an intend to assimilate the
emitted signal.

noun

motion

The process of forming a representation of
something not actually present to the sight.
The action of making visible and in most cases,
understandable.

noun
Action or process of moving or being moved.
Required physical response to activate a surface.

movement

C

code
noun
Collection of rules arbitrary applied to computers
and humans.
System with specific grammar/syntax that need
to be understood and applied by both emitters
and receivers in order to be successful.
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virtual

noun

adj.

Act of changing something’s or someone’s
location.
Result of a motion, visible change.

Almost as describes, but incompletely, according
to strict definition. Non physical element made
by a software or program to appear as if present.
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In Context
A few words to conclude.
Concordance
The context in which words are used defines them better than a dictionary,
which often expresses their intended use, rather than actual application.
This concordance encapsulates the core of this thesis, listing crucial
terms employed in Multiple Influences, along with their immediate context,
indicating where they can be found and how they were used. The concordance
relies on communication’s most powerful instrument—language itself—and
acts as a conclusion of a sort, letting the words define themselves.

(TO) ENGAGE
This dialogic connection affects how we engage
with others Abstract p.5 interpretative acts we
engage with by choice Abstract p.5 text comes
with a message before we even engage with it
Meaningless Alphabet p.23 a user is someone
who engages with a technology Depending on
Technology p.71 There is something magical
happening in our brain every time we engage in
a communication On the Other End p.112 about
the technologies or mediums through which we
engage with language Between two Screens
p.181 what would be an interesting embodied
engagement, or how that experience happens

Between two Screens p.185
TECHNOLOGY
the growing impact that technology has on
our behaviors Abstract p.5 By encouraging an
unconventional use of technology Abstract
p.5 had been mediated by technology Origin
story p.7 we rely on technology to assist us in
the process of communicating Origin story p.9
technology’s mediation of our thoughts
occurs Origin story p.9 we have developed
so many technology-based different ways to
interact Introduction p.11 Every technological
development goes through a period of trial
and error Introduction p.11 gets replaced by a
new technology Introduction p.11 without the
help of “new technologies” Introduction p.11
that both critiques and encourages our use
of technology Introduction p.13 and the
technology that allows a text to take visual
form Performing Communication p.17
Technology gradually reduced the amplitude
of the motion Performing Communication
p.17 the technology we use to make language
visible Performing Communication p.18 how
the technologies used to write literally shape
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the visual aspect of words Traces p.61 it is the
technologies we employ that leave traces of
us and for us Depending on Technology p.71
that a user is someone who engages with a
technology Depending on Technology p.71
technology has made us into users, instead of
writers and readers Depending on Technology
p.71 We need technology to communicate
Depending on Technology p.72 We access
technology through user-friendly interfaces
Depending on Technology p.72 keep up
with the technologies we use on a daily basis
Depending on Technology p.73 Our behavior
has been modeled by technology Depending on
Technology p.73 technologies such as Google,
the Internet, Twitter, and Facebook Depending
on Technology p.74 the implications of relying
so much on technology to communicate
Depending on Technology p.74 I subvert
technology, encouraging an unconventional
use of communication devices Depending on
Technology p.74 our way of thinking has also
been affected by the technology we rely on
Fahrenheit 240 p.95 the struggles and victories
of thinkers and makers over the technologies
On the Other End p.104 a technology that was
originally designed to facilitate our lives On the
Other End p.106 the perfect technology would
be to On the Other End p.107 the expectations
one has depend on what is intended from a
technology to do On the Other End p.107 Morse
code was determined by a problem of the
available technology On the Other End p.110
technologies that give us the illusion of
proximity On the Other End p. 110 I am not
afraid of what technology will do of us On
the Other End p.112 what is at stake with the
loss of control by humans over technology Recentering the User p.125 failure and this applies

to language and technology Re-centering the

User p.127 rather than imposes behaviors, as
technology already does it Re-centering the User
p.128 As technology increasingly gains influence
over humans Re-centering the User p.128
the medium and technologies used to present
the content Uncreative Writing Uncreatively
Edited p.156 If we think about the technologies
or mediums through which we engage with
language Between two Screens p.181 this gesture
of reacquainting the body with type and the
way that technology changed our relation to
type Between two Screens p. 190 every new
technology has this momentary feeling of “Oh
yes, we can communicate more directly”
Between two Screens p.190 every time a new
technology is released, there is a fist moment of
excitement Between two Screens p.190 more
complicated without the technologies I use on
an everyday basis Between two Screens p.190
to accept the influence of technology Asking
for More p.201 a perpetual questioning of the
technology Asking for More p.201 we not only
abandon ourselves to technology but we also give
up our language Asking for More p.201 I am not
preaching for a life without technology Asking
for More p.203 How did one come up with a
technology? Asking for More p.203 expand the
way we collaborate with technology Asking for
More p.203 active participant in the conversation
between humans and technology Asking for
More p.203 questioning of the technologies used
to frame access to content Exposure p.207 my
approach consists of constantly questioning
technologies Exposure p.207
TOOL
The relation between language and the tools
through which it exists Abstract p.5 invariably
transforms the tools we employ to interact
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Abstract p.5 we ought to understand how our
communication tools operate Abstract p.5
through conscious negotiation with our tools
Abstract p.5 mock the dynamics of the tool
and its users Abstract p.5 understanding of
language through the tools used to perform
communication Abstract p.5 these tools impact
the visual representation of our language Origin
story p.9 how the tools and media we use to
communicate impact Origin story p.9 how these
tools and media impact how we share
information Origin story p.9 the result of to read/
to write + a tool Introduction p.11 subversion
of our communication tools Introduction p.13
a tools-based approach that both critiques
and encourages Introduction p.13 the impact
that the tools used in a communication have
on the latter Introduction p.13 understanding
of language as our primary tool Introduction
p.13 Writing is an output of the mind, a tool
of expression Performing Communication
p.17 the reader and writer master two major
tools Performing Communication p.17 explore
how my movements and the tools I was using
Meaningless Alphabet p.20 an alphabet without
meaning, a tool that would allow me to pursue
Meaningless Alphabet p.23 and the tools we use
influence the visual aspect of our language
Meaningless Alphabet p.23 our communication
tools or us Depending on Technology p.71 our
actions are affected by the communication tools
we use Depending on Technology p.71 first
communication tools made by humans
Depending on Technology p.71 these tools can
open doors for us Depending on Technology
p.72 the systems that lie behind every tool
Depending on Technology p.72 empowering
the tools we use Depending on Technology
p.74 it is our duty, as users, to question our tools
Depending on Technology p.74 presence and

power on the tools they interact with Depending

fully assessing Depending on Technology p.72

on Technology p.74 access to the text using
a tool of our society Fahrenheit 240 We are

we, the users, have to embrace a different way of
thinking and writing Depending on Technology
p.73 it is our duty, as users, to question our tools
Depending on Technology p.74 sharing is still
an ethical problem for users and contributors of
the Internet #stolen p.99 that allows one user
to post content that was generated by someone
else #stolen p.102 limit the platform imposes
on its users #stolen p. 102 The users were
frustrated of having to learn a language On the
Other End p.108 users weren’t told the process
On the Other End p.110 what user-friendly
interfaces do On the Other End p.110 allowing
its users to send pictures or videos Forget About
Books p.114 Users can start to follow authors
Forget About Books p.116 that rely user-friendly
interfaces to hide Forget About Books p.116
help the users to understand their impact Recentering the User p.126 by emphasizing motion
and using the users’ expectations Re-centering
the User p.126 help the user of a design to be
receptive Re-centering the User p.128 if the reader
or user gets to experience a tool Re-centering
the User p.128 there are ways for users, readers,
and writers Re-centering the User p.128 making
the user aware of the difference One or the
Other p.132 making the users aware of the process
One or the Other p.132 re-center readers and
users in the act of writing and reading Between
two Screens p.181 in creating accessible user
interfaces and user experiences Between two
Screens p.185 Users rely too much on default
settings defined by apparatuses Asking for More
p.201 I invite the user to look closely at what
communication Asking for More p.203 Maybe
users can be made conscious Asking for More
p.203 encourage the user to misbehave Asking
for More p.203 the dynamic of a tool and its
users Exposure p.207 how media operate and

shaping our tools, but they shape our language

On the Other End p.111 the parameters our tools
set for us Re-centering the User p.128 user gets
to experience a tool or text Re-centering the
User p.128 the context, resources and specific
mindset, that are the reader’s tools Uncreative
Writing Uncreatively Edited p.156 collaboration
is the tool you use to generate projects Between
two Screens p.172 This tool he designed
unlocked interesting options Between two
Screens p.167 we adapt to our communication
tool Asking for More p.201 overwhelmed by our
tools’ stimulations Asking for More p.201 a close
reading of our tools and behavior Asking for
More p.203 understand the impact that these
tools have on us Asking for More p.203 By using
language as a tool and entry point to graphic
design Exposure p.207 the dynamic of a tool
and its users Exposure p.207 my tool for this
thesis, the language I use Lexicon p.220
USER
the dynamics of the tool and its users Abstract
p.5 The third chapter re-centers the users
Introduction p.13 the program allows the user
to “draw” words Traces p.48 in the seat of the
user we often forget how much our actions are
affected Depending on Technology p.71 There
is one word I purposely avoided using so far: user
Depending on Technology p.71 a user as “one
who has or makes use of a thing Depending on
Technology p.71 a user is someone who engages
with a technology Depending on Technology p.71
technology has made us into users Depending
on Technology p.71 We access technology through
user-friendly interfaces Depending on
Technology p.72 As users, we are prevented from
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reflect on its users Exposure p.207 showing
the path from A to Z to the user Lexicon p.222
reinterpretations of words such as user Lexicon
p.222 Users are then able to navigate in the space
Lexicon p.222 giving the user the opportunity
to click Lexicon p.242 bringing the user to
a new term Lexicon p.242 gives the user the
opportunity to explore Lexicon p.242
(TO) IMPACT
skewed by the growing impact of technology
on our behaviors Abstract p.5 respond to the
impact they have upon our thoughts and motion
Abstract p.5 these tools impact the visual
representation of our language Origin story p.9
to communicate impact the way we think Origin
story p.9 these tools and media impact how we
share information Origin story p.9 the impact
that the tools used in a communication have on
the latter Introduction p.13 The motion of our
body impacts the visual aspect of the signs
Performing communication p.19 how writers
can impact the meaning carried by the text
Performing communication p.19 study of the
impact of motion Meaningless Alphabet p.20
the impact of speed and position on the form of
letters Meaningless Alphabet p.21 the project
highlights the impact of such a simple motion
The Invisible Boundary p.26 given the political
and economic impact it had on the country
The Invisible Boundary p.33 exploration of the
impact of different keyboard layouts Traces p.49
an undeniable impact on the visual representation
of our language Depending on Technology
p.71 This shift impacted communication
Depending on Technology p.73 it also questions
the impact of technical efficiency on literature
Fahrenheit 240 p.76 striking example of the
impact of this practice Fahrenheit 240 p.79
interfaces increasingly became invisible while
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their impact on us Re-centering the User p.125

connection, influence, context Exposure p.207

These questions are keys that impact every
communication Re-centering the User p.126
help the users to understand their impact on
the act of communicating Re-centering the
User p.128 By their context and impact, political
speeches Eloquence p.194 better understand
the impact that these tools have on us Asking for
More p.203 to understand more of the impact
one has on the other Exposure p.207

show the influence and connections between the
words Lexicon p.242

(TO) INFLUENCE
has always been one of influence; the devices
used Abstract p.5 analyzes the influence of
technology Abstract p.5 a dynamic of influence,
and rather, toward a more performative
collaboration Abstract p.5 making them reflect
on their influence and options Introduction
p.13 double influence is essential in that it
affects how a text will be received Performing
Communication p.18 but it also influences
the expectations of the reader Performing
Communication p.19 the tools we use influence
the visual aspect Meaningless Alphabet p.21
our communication tools or us—influences
the other Depending on Technology p.71 they
also influence us and build our need for them
Depending on Technology p.71 prevented from
fully assessing the influence of the devices
Depending on Technology p.72 understand
how to influence the parameters our tools
Re-centering the User p.126 As technology
increasingly gains influence over humans
Re-centering the User p.128 possible instead
of a dynamic of uni-directional influence Recentering the User p.128 to accept the influence
of technology Asking for More p.201 cannot
help but be influenced by media Asking for More
p.203 Highlighting the influence of
deconstruction Exposure p.204 Notions of

PERFORMANCE
in the performance of language Abstract p.5
a performance of communicating Introduction
p.13 a performance of rhythm and narrative
The Invisible Boundary p.33 as a mandatory
performance allowing the reader The Invisible
Boundary p.33 the person performing the text
and the people witnessing the performance
Re-centering the User p.126 re-centering them
in the performance of reading Between two
Screens p.180 audience and the performance
that is being asked of them Between two
Screens p.184 the public who will attend the
performance Between two Screens p.184 From
word choices to the performance of reading the
script Eloquence p.196
(TO) PROCESS
But this process is perpetually imbalanced
Abstract p.5 suggesting new ways of
understanding these processes Abstract p.5
to rethink their own role in this process Abstract
p.5 to assist us in the process of communicating
Origin story p.9 I am interested in the process
of communication from a mechanical point
of view Introduction p.13 my understanding
of the process of communication Meaningless
Alphabet p.23 but this process is not perfect
Fahrenheit 240 p.79 the erasure process that
deleted 47% of Bradbury’s words Fahrenheit
240 p.79 laborious process of learning how
to use a technology On the Other End p.106 What
one strives for when learning to type is for the
process to become natural and unconscious On
the Other End p.107 how we process language
through the way information is presented to us
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On the Other End p.108 your process to explain
these terms On the Other End p.108 in the same
process with my thesis On the Other End p.109
this process is probably affected by the fact that
English isn’t my native tongue On the Other
End p.109 The quirk of the time was that users
weren’t told the process On the Other End p.111
hide and abstract the communication process On
the Other End p.111 We are literally abstracting
a process of abstraction On the Other End p.111
delivering important information about their
process Forget About Books p.116 the process
of exchanging information Re-centering the
User p.126 many factors taken for granted in
the process of producing, sharing and activating
Re-centering the User p.126 message to get
lost in the transmission process Re-centering the
User p.126 Motion plays an important role in this
process of assimilating information Re-centering
the User p.128 The way we process words and
how they translate into different media One or the
Other p.130 the users aware of the process of
writing as they get annoyed or distracted One or
the Other p.132 something that happens in the
process Between two Screens p.172 collaboration
as a process of both discovery and accountability
Between two Screens p.173 make tangible what
is somehow intangible in the reading process
Between two Screens p.181 Exposure reveals my
process and approach to graphic design

Exposure p.209
ACTION
write or read to describe the previous actions
since all these interactions Introduction p.11
the same action, performed in different contexts
and spaces Introduction p.11 there are still
actions that we perform ourselves, without the
help of “new technologies” Introduction p.11
simple actions, which are performed by hand

Introduction p.11 Actions of mechanical
typing to casual swiping Introduction p.12
clicking is a more decisive action, a targeted
move Introduction p.12 How does this action
transform the way I think Introduction p.13
highlighting the actions performed as we
communicate Introduction p.13 may other
actions we perform in order to communicate
Introduction p.13 Before becoming a fluent and
automatic action that we perform Performing
Communication p.17 writing still necessitates
a physical action performed by the writer
Performing Communication p.17 these actions
become unconscious—we do not pay attention
to our hand Performing Communication p.19 the
tools I was using to write affected the result of
this action Meaningless Alphabet p.23 Actions
and consequences are brought into focus The
Invisible Boundary p.26 Through this action
of uncovering, the readers are made more
conscious The Invisible Boundary p.33 readers
are unaware of this performed action The
Invisible Boundary p.33 how much our actions
are affected by the communication tools we
use Depending on Technology p.71 an object
or a concept in order to perform an action and
activate a surface Depending on Technology
p.71 interfaces that have been developed make
interaction easier Depending on Technology
p.72 the devices that are channeling our
interactions with each other Depending on
Technology p.73 This action of giving up
personal data Depending on Technology p.74
our actions in this environment are more limited
than they appear Depending on Technology p.74
In addition to this erasure action Fahrenheit 240
p.79 This action gives the readers a sense of how
much was subtracted Fahrenheit 240 p.95 the
retweet, an action on twitter that allows one user
to post content #stolen p.96 where the physical
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action of drumming is completely different from
the one of speaking On the Other End p.106
my work provokes actions and reactions Recentering the User p.128 driven by actions of
stealing and appropriation Uncreative Writing
Uncreatively Edited p.153 All these actions were
performed to reducer the length of the text

Uncreative Writing Uncreatively Edited p.153
these same apparatuses I use everyday sometimes
make the simplest action so complicated
Between two Screens p.190 exposing my own
actions Exposure p.209 that thoughts cannot
be isolated from an action and its intentions
Lexicon p.220 an action that makes visible a
pop-up window containing the definitions

Lexicon p.242
LABOR
my work makes the physical labor of writing
and reading visible Abstract p.5 writing requires
hours of labor and deep focus Performing
Communication p.17 a labor of the mind
and the result of several motions Performing
Communication p.19 laborious process of
learning how to use a technology On the Other
End p.106 laborious to read and was thus
getting in the way of the content Uncreative

Writing Uncreatively Edited p.156 visualizing
labor that became totally invisible to us Between
two Screens p.187 As much as it is shrinking
down the amount of labor, there is still that
activity Between two Screens p.190 this
notion of labor and movement that became so
automatic Between two Screens p.190
COLLABORATION
instead toward a more performative collaboration
Abstract p.5 making collaboration possible
instead of a dynamic of uni-directional influence
Re-centering the User p.128 a collaboration

with Prin Limphongpand Uncreative Writing
Uncreatively Edited p.148 emphasizes the
importance of collaboration Between two Screens
p.166 I would argue that collaboration is the
tool you use to generate projects Between two
Screens p.172 Do you think about a piece and a
collaboration from the beginning Between two
Screens p.172 the Abra collaboration with Kate
Durbin and Ian Fletcher Between two Screens
p.172 We began the collaboration Abra because
of that, just meeting someone Between two
Screens p.172 Is it something that comes from
the collaborations? Between two Screens p.172
I try to think about collaboration as a process of
both discovery and accountability Between two
Screens p.173 Through collaboration, you allow
to yourself a kind of exploration Between two
Screens p.173 for most of these collaborations,
were you at the same location Between two
Screens p.180 The Abra collaboration started as
an in person collaboration Between two Screens
p.180 I think the collaborations inform my own
understanding Between two Screens p.184
So, collaboration maybe is also sort of setting
a similar kind of dynamic Between two Screens
p.184 the projects themselves are a collaboration,
one of different media, the book and the digital
Between two Screens p.184 the reader is also part
of this collaboration Between two Screens p.184
CONSCIOUS
relationship with language through conscious
negotiation with our tools Abstract p.5
readers are made conscious of their power
Introduction p.13 not be conscious of this
literally means that s/he is aware of only half
Performing Communication p.18 Making the
readers conscious of the act of flipping a page
The Invisible Boundary p.26 the readers are
made more conscious of the role they play The
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Invisible Boundary p.33 the unconscious
mechanisms behind the act of communicating

On the Other End p.111 Maybe users can be
made conscious of the spatiality Asking for More
p.203 Conscious of the challenge this decision
could represent Lexicon p.222
BEHAVIOR
the growing impact that technology has on our
behaviors Abstract p.5 the vocabulary of our
interactions with each other and studies our
behavior as we do so Introduction p.12 Both
of these behaviors have an undeniable impact
on the visual representation of our language
Depending on Technology p.71 Our behavior
has been modeled by technology Depending
on Technology p.73 exposes Google’s behavior
as it treats our queries Fahrenheit 240 p.76
suggests ways of thinking, rather than imposes
behaviors Re-centering the User p.128 a close
reading of our tools and behavior will allow us
to reflect on how content gets delivered to us

Asking for More p.203
MOTION
writing and reading visible by emphasizing its
inherent motion Abstract p.5 Utilizing motion,
performance, and the tools of transmission
themselves Abstract p.5 to what, to me, matters
the most in a communication: the motion it
implies Origin story p.7 meaningful because the
motion of handwriting Introduction p.12 All
of these factors are embodied in the motion of
writing Introduction p.12 intrinsically connected
to motion as well Introduction p.12 examples
of the motions connected to the devices we use
Introduction p.12 This thesis embraces the
concept of the motion of communication
Introduction p.13 the amplitude of the motion
required by the act of writing Performing

Communication p.17 motion is intrinsically
connected to every communication Performing
Communication p.17 there is value in the
motion of writing Performing Communication
p.18 These affects of motion on our writing are
elements we unconsciously evaluate Performing
Communication p.18 The motion of our body
impacts the visual aspect of the signs we trace
Performing Communication p.19 it is a labor
of the mind and the result of several motions
Performing Communication p.19 study of
the impact of motion Meaningless Alphabet
p.20 the motion behind the act of writing by
hand Meaningless Alphabet p.23 the project
highlights the impact of such a simple motion
The Invisible Boundary p.26 a performance of
rhythm and narrative, activated by motion The
Invisible Boundary p.33 The motion of flipping a
page is emphasized The Invisible Boundary p.33
the relation between the motion of our body and
the marks it makes Traces p.44 to hide most
of the mechanics in motion in the background
Fahrenheit 240 p.95 emphasizing motion and
using the users’ expectations Re-centering the
User p.126 Motion plays an important role in this
process of assimilating information Re-centering
the User p.128 through that embodied interface,
through motion Between two Screens p.185
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Multiple Opinions
What others had to say on the matter.
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Thank you
You deserved it.
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